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BUILDING ON OUR BEST AND FORGING
AHEAD WITH NEW IDEAS

W

hat’s the easiest way to measure success?

film Fantastic Fungi. We’re also

The numbers. So here’s one—over the course

thrilled to launch a mini-

of our Workman calendar program, we have

imprint with Storey that

sold more than 200 million copies of our titles. It speaks to a
track record of bestselling success built on

includes three new calendars:
The Year-Round Vegetable

uncompromising excellence:

Gardener, Maia Toll’s Wild

the richness of subject matter,

Wisdom, and the quirky yet

the expert authorship, the

practical How to Speak Chicken.

unequaled editorial and

Right on the heels of last

production standards, and the energy behind

year’s sellout success, the Audubon

our sales and marketing.

calendar program for 2023 is the

The list for 2023 features 112 fabulous, timely titles
appealing to a variety of interests. Mom’s Family returns with

largest in our history with four new
calendars: Birds Gallery, Nature

the same beloved, practical format but

Wall, Desert Wildflowers,

with a fresh new look from illustrator

and Kids’ Birding. Calendars

Grace Farris. And for more family

published with all the energy,

fun, Lowly Worm, Huckle Cat, and

attention to detail, and quality

the rest of the beloved Busytown

as our books—that’s been our

gang bring their energy and humor

mission since the beginning,

to Richard Scarry’s Big Busy

and the one that guides us

Family with equal parts joy and

today. Having done it successfully for the

organizational oomph.

past 45 years tells us we’re onto something.

There are 24 bold, gorgeous debuts in
all, including The Beginning Is Now wall
and magnetic calendars from bestselling
author and illustrator Lisa Congdon,
Rainbows from artist Ramzy
Masri, and Pride, a Page-A-Day
that tells stories of LGBTQIA+
history, activism, and people. Plus a
breathtaking calendar based on the hit documentary

A Commitment to Environmentally
Responsible Publishing
Packaging matters. That’s why each season we work hard
to reduce the environmental impact of our calendars. The
Page-A-Day and Color Page-A-Day calendars are completely
recyclable—and that includes the sturdy chipboard backers.
Plus there’s no shrink-wrap, and the pages double as graph
notepaper. In addition, all Workman calendars are printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

PA G E - A - D AY ® c a l e n d a r s
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PAGE-A-DAY®
CALENDARS

T

he true classic program, and
still the best: Page-A-Day
calendars are built on expert
authorship, engaging subject

matter, and uncompromising design and
production standards. They’re also a
fantastic value, priced at just $16.99 each.
Thirty lively, fun, and diverse titles make
up the collection for 2023, including two
exciting new calendars: Pride, a joyful
celebration of LGBTQIA+ history, people,
and activism from writer Sarah Prager;
and Maze-A-Day, combining the fun of a
daily maze with the delightful art of Aya
Kakeda. All Page-A-Day calendars
are 100% recyclable, and printed on

THE NEW YORK TIMES
CROSSWORD CALENDAR
Edited by Will Shortz

F

irst published in 1942, The New York Times Crossword puzzles
are the original and gold standard. This calendar gives dedicated
puzzle-lovers even more of what they crave, with New York Times’s
standards of unparalleled editorial integrity, compelling subject
matter, and the perfect balance between toughness and solvability.
The puzzles are easier at the beginning of each week and increase in
difficulty daily (and if you get stuck, you can find the solution on the
reverse side of the page). Printed on responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

responsibly sourced

•Ever stronger, with sales in 2022 up by 38%
•Edited by New York Times Crossword icon

paper with pages that

•Difficulty increases from Monday to

double as notepaper.

•Bonus: Get one month free of full digital

Will Shortz

Saturday, with solutions on the reverse
access to New York Times Games, which
includes The Crossword

•nytimes.com/crosswords
PAGE-A-DAY® CALENDARS
Responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout • 320 sheets
Box size: 5½" × 5½" × 1 7⁄ 16"
Page size: 5 3⁄ 8" × 5 3⁄ 8"
Gift-boxed
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
SPECIAL NOTE: Page-A-Day
calendars are available in a variety of
displays (see page 74).

9

781523 516728

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1672-8 • No. 101672
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1326-0

PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
Contains material reprinted by permission of The New York Times® Copyright © 2022 The New York Times. All rights reserved.
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THE NEW YORK TIMES
MINI CROSSWORD CALENDAR
Edited by Joel Fagliano

I

ntroduced to Times readers in 2014, The New York Times
Mini Crossword has built up a following all its own. Now
returning after a strong debut, this calendar—a bite-size
nugget of the much-loved New York Times Crossword
puzzle—features hundreds of small but crafty challenges
sure to tease the brain. Each puzzle can be solved in a couple
of minutes and features a wide range of fun themes. Perfect
for crossword newbies and experienced puzzlers alike.
Solutions on the reverse of each page. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper and 100% recyclable.

•A first-year sellout
•Edited by Joel Fagliano, digital puzzle
editor at The New York Times

•Perfect for both crossword beginners
and puzzle pros

•Bonus: Get one month free of full digital
Smart, bite-size
challenges

access to New York Times Games, which
includes The Mini Crossword

•nytimes.com/themini

Each puzzle
is solvable in
just a minute
or two

9

Difficulty increases
from Monday
through the weekend

781523 516735

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1673-5 • No. 101673
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1444-1

Contains material reprinted by permission of The New York Times® Copyright © 2022 The New York Times. All rights reserved.
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365 NEW WORDS-A-YEAR CALENDAR

THE ORIGINAL SUDOKU CALENDAR

Compiled by Merriam-Webster

The Editors at Nikoli

T

I

he classic and all-time bestselling word calendar—now with 7.4
million copies sold—from the experts at Merriam-Webster. It’s
the perfect desktop accessory for students, writers, crossword lovers,
or anyone with a passion for language and etymology. Mythological
words: wyvern (a mythical animal usually represented as a 2-legged
winged creature resembling a dragon). Medical words: chilblain (an
inflammatory swelling or sore caused by exposure to cold). Political
words: putsch (a secretly plotted and suddenly executed attempt to
overthrow a government). Plus words about words: catachresis (use
of the wrong word for the context; use of a forced and especially
paradoxical figure of speech). And a few words about numbers:
bimillenary (a period of 2,000
years; a 2000th anniversary).
Entries include definition,
pronunciation guide, sample
sentence, and detailed word
history. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•The category killer, with

t’s the original, it’s the best—and Sudoku lovers know it, to the tune
of 1.9 million copies sold. Created by Nikoli, the Japanese company
that invented the game, the puzzles in this calendar stand apart for
their originality, intelligence, and elegance. They are not generated by
computer—rather, they’re crafted by actual Sudoku masters who
know how to find the perfect balance between toughness and
solvability, keeping puzzlers hooked. Easier challenges are featured
each weekend, and the difficulty level increases over the course of the
week. If the Sudoku master wins out, no worries—answers are on the
reverse side of each page. Printed on responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

•The gold-standard

Sudoku calendar, with
1.9 million copies sold

•Challenges Sudoku

lovers with a daily
handcrafted puzzle from
Nikoli

•Answers on the reverse
of each page

7.4 million copies sold

•Includes definition,

pronunciation, sample
sentence, and etymology

•A smart gift for crossword

fanatics and language lovers

•From Merriam-Webster,
America’s most
respected dictionary

9
9

781523 515370

781523 515677

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1567-7 • No. 101567
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1261-4
PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

Extra tricky.
Extra tough.

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1537-0 • No. 101537
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1216-4
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0812-9
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MENSA® 365 BRAIN PUZZLERS
CALENDAR

MENSA® 10-MINUTE CROSSWORD
PUZZLES CALENDAR

Fraser Simpson

Edited by Stanley Newman

P

G

acked with word puzzles, number problems, logic challenges,
and other cranial conundrums, 365 Brain Puzzlers is the
perennially bestselling calendar that takes puzzle-solving to the
extreme, delivering a daily brain-bender that’s so tough, it’s
sanctioned by Mensa, the international high-IQ society. Test your
mental mettle with word ladders and squares, rhyme schemes, secret
codes, pangrams, mazes, clever Sudoku variations, and math riddles
that work every brain cell: Kapil is three times as old as Umar was
five years ago. In seven years, Umar will be as old as Kapil is now.
How old are they now?* If your gray matter isn’t up to the task, no
worries—answers are on the
reverse side of each page.
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

et your daily wake-me-up in crossword form. From veteran
crossword editor Stanley Newman, here’s a year of puzzles
designed to be completed in the time it takes you to drink your
morning coffee or take a short mental break. But don’t be fooled—
these artfully crafted challenges may be quick, but they are tough
enough to be sanctioned by Mensa, the internationally famous
high-IQ society. Covering a range of topics including science, sports,
entertainment, and more, 10-Minute Crossword Puzzles delivers the
perfect balance of difficulty and fun. Solutions included, of course,
on the reverse side of the page. Printed on responsibly sourced paper
and 100% recyclable.

•From Mensa, the

internationally famous
high-IQ society

•The 2.6-million-copy

•Perfectly paced puzzles

•Created by puzzle master

•Answers on the reverse

selling brain-building
calendar

designed to be solvable
in ten minutes

Fraser Simpson—and an
official calendar of Mensa

of each page

•The gift for crossword

•Word puzzles, logic

puzzle addicts and word nerds

challenges, number
problems, and more

•Answers are printed on

the reverse of each page

9

* Kapil is 18; Umar is 11.
9

781523 516612

781523 516605

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1660-5 • No. 101660
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1324-6

More 10-minute
crossword puzzles
from Mensa

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1661-2 • No. 101661
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1325-3
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-6322-0

MENSA and the distinctive table logo are registered trademarks of American Mensa Limited (in the US) and Mensa International (in Canada) and are used by permission.
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MAZE-A-DAY CALENDAR

A YEAR OF GOOD BLACK NEWS
CALENDAR

Illustrated by Aya Kakeda

F

rom 365 Brain Puzzlers to The Original Sudoku to our crossword
calendars, puzzle calendars sell. The Page-A-Day format is
perfectly suited to the genre—and the brilliant, brand-new Maze-ADay calendar combines the joy of art with the mind-sharpening
benefits of solving a maze. Aya Kakeda is a celebrated artist and
illustrator whose work has appeared in books, magazines, and
department store installations, on apparel and accessories, and in
galleries and museums around the world. Her distinctive and
appealing illustrations turn the mazes in this calendar into visual
delights. Each day’s maze features Kakeda’s whimsical characters,
who guide the reader through the challenge. The entertaining,
ingeniously designed mazes
hit the perfect balance of
toughness and solvability,
and—just in case—solutions
are printed on the reverse side
of each page. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

Lori Lakin Hutcherson

I

t’s uplifting. It’s timely. And it’s back for a second year. Here, from
the editors of Good Black News—the 100 percent volunteer-run
website—comes day after day of positive news, human interest
stories, and Black history. Meet pioneers like Floyd Norman, the first
Black animator at Disney studios. Black inventors, including Garrett
Morgan, who not only invented the tricolor traffic light but also
developed the prototype for World War I gas masks. Plus Black Girl
Magic, the origins of Black History Month, Black landmarks for your
bucket list, and quotes: “Sometimes I feel discriminated against, but
it does not make me angry. It merely astonishes me. How can anyone
deny themselves the pleasure of
my company?”—Zora Neale
Hurston. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•Returning for a second
successful season

•A year of positivity from

•An A-MAZE-ING new

entry in the Workman
puzzle calendar
program

•More than 300 fun, challenging mazes of varying

degrees of difficulty, ranging from Easy to Very Hard

•
•Illustrated throughout

Answers printed on the reverse of each page

the editors of Good
Black News, the 100
percent volunteer-run
website devoted to showcasing
inspiring stories about Black people

•Celebrate Black humor, creativity, and achievement
all year long with uplifting stories of Black firsts,
quotes, anecdotes, and trivia

•goodblacknews.org

by Aya Kakeda

•Perfect gift for the puzzler
in your life

9
9

781523 516353

781523 518326

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1832-6 • No. 101832
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1635-3 • No. 101635
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1429-8
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PRIDE: A CELEBRATION OF
LGBTQIA+ HISTORY AND
COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Sarah Prager
“Hurray for Sarah Prager’s splendid contribution to queer history!”
—Shelf Awareness

I

ntroducing a brand-new calendar that tells the stories of
LGBTQIA+ history, activism, and people. Writer, speaker, and
creator of her own app, Quist—which has a following of more
than 35,000 users—Sarah Prager has been published by the New
York Times, the Atlantic, NBC News, and more. She’s the author
of two books for young adults and a forthcoming children’s
picture book. And she’s dedicated her life to raising awareness of
LGBTQIA+ history. Lively and engaging, Pride features a mix of
fun and serious facts, profiles of prominent figures, important
moments in history, quizzes, quotes, terminology, meditations,
and more. Out of History’s Closet: Learn about Bayard Rustin, a
key advisor to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and passionate
proponent of nonviolence. Noteworthy places, like London’s
Gay’s the Word bookstore. And media milestones, like the first
same-sex nuptials on TV. (Can’t remember? It was the wedding of
Susan and Carol, Ross’s ex-wife, on Friends in 1996.) Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and 100% recyclable.

Fascinating trivia
and moments in
history

•Written by Sarah Prager, author of the award-winning
Queer, There, and Everywhere and the creator of
Quist, a free LGBTQIA+ history mobile app

•Overflowing with fun and serious facts and moments
in history that celebrate the LGBTQIA+ community

•Includes trivia, quizzes, quotes, and reader

resources, plus recurring themes such as Lavender
Lexicon, Queer Query, and more

Inspiring quotes
from activists
and icons

9

781523 516599

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1659-9 • No. 101659
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout

Cover and sample: Lena Waithe, Kirk McKoy/Los Angeles Times/Contour by Getty Images. Cover: Alexander the Great, Werner Forman/Universal Images Group/Getty Images;
Oscar Wilde, Universal Images Group/Getty Images; Greta Garbo, John Kobal Foundation/Moviepix/Getty Images.
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SO MONEY CALENDAR

WORKING FROM HOME CALENDAR

Farnoosh Torabi

Gail Perry Johnston

W

N

ith an award-winning podcast that has more than 1,200 episodes
and 18 million downloads to date, a column in O, The Oprah
Magazine, and regular guest appearances on The Today Show, Good
Morning America, and The View, Farnoosh Torabi is a personal finance
superstar. Her audience is engaged, educated, and truly committed to
mapping out a secure financial future—and in this calendar, readers
will find a daily nugget of advice, inspiration, or strategy. Give your
money meaning by envisioning where it will take you in a few years.
When building that emergency savings account, create a series of small
goals that will eventually lead up to a full 6–9 months of savings. Plus
how to embrace a little risk in the stock market, steps to boosting your
credit score, and why you should
designate a family CFO. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•Farnoosh Torabi is the

ow we know for sure: Working from home can be just as
productive as being at the office. But it sure helps to have help!
Returning for its second year, the Working from Home calendar is
packed with practical advice and inspiration for people whose home
and work lives share the same space. Put your desk in a room with
natural light—or what to do if that’s not possible. Go ahead and eat
while standing at the kitchen counter, especially if you sit in front of
the computer all day. Light up your face for video calls, but beware of
eye fatigue from a light source that’s too direct. Plus Workstation
Exercises, Tech Input, Staying Connected tips, and quotes: “The art
of life lies in a constant readjustment to our surroundings.”—Okakura
Kakuzoˉ . Printed on responsibly
sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•A May 2021 survey by

McKinsey found that 9
out of 10 organizations
plan to combine remote
and on-site working even
after it is safe to return
to the office

host of the award-winning
So Money podcast and
bestselling author of
When She Makes More

•Includes advice and quotes

from today’s top business minds,
authors, and influencers, including
Arianna Huffington, Gretchen Rubin, and Ramit Sethi

•Author is the financial columnist for O, The Oprah

Magazine and a contributing editor to NextAdvisor

•Filled with useful hacks,

tactics, and strategies for
efficient, productive,
and creative WFH

•Includes self-care tips and inspirational quotes
to improve work–life balance

•podcast.farnoosh.tv

•The perfect gift for a coworker,

friend, recent grad—or yourself

9

781523 515738

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1573-8 • No. 101573
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1426-7
PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

9

781523 515523

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1552-3 • No. 101552
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1427-4
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A YEAR OF TRUE CRIME CALENDAR
“True crime is having, as they say, a moment,” reports the New York
Times, where they know a thing or two about covering crime. “There’s a
boom in the genre across media, from books to television to podcasting.”

T

he hugely popular calendar for true crime buffs is back—with all
the harrowing details. Each day, A Year of True Crime delves
into the dark but fascinating world of murder and mayhem, reality
style. Vintage crimes, like the case of Englishwoman Mary Blandy,
hanged in 1752 for poisoning her father with a potion to make him
approve her betrothal. (The “potion” contained lethal levels of
arsenic.) Oddball laws: In Victoria, Australia, it’s illegal to vacuum
after 10 p.m. Plus Cold Cases Cracked, Forensic Facts, true crime
quizzes, and quotes to give you chills: “Even psychopaths have
emotions if you dig deep enough.
But then again, maybe they
don’t.”—Richard Ramirez, the
Night Stalker. It’s the calendar for
true crime fans of all stripes.
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

•The true crime category
has gone from niche to
mainstream

A YEAR OF GHOST STORIES
CALENDAR

A

fter a successful debut season, they’re baaaaack, with another
fun and fascinating year of spirits, hauntings, and supernatural
happenings. Learn the story of Sister Marie Inconnue, the headless
spectral nun said to wander Canada’s Beaubears Island asking
visitors, “Pardonnez-moi, have you seen my head?” The fiery ghost
ship The Palantine off Block Island, Rhode Island. And the ghost bus
that terrorized London in the 1930s. Plus origins of the Ouija Board,
Reasons Why Ghosts Haunt, Ambrose Bierce’s “The Middle Toe of
the Right Foot” and other classic ghost stories, and creepy quotes:
“The dead have a lot of unfinished business, which is why we’re still
here.”—Ghost Town (2008). Printed on responsibly sourced paper
and 100% recyclable.

•A ghoulish thriller of a

calendar, returning after
a sellout debut

•Settle in and get

spooked—harrowing
tales of terror from
around the world

•Ghosts, murder,

•

An immensely popular calendar—for fans of
My Favorite Murder, Dirty John, Paper Ghosts,
and Up and Vanished

•Photographs throughout
For those who
can’t get enough!

9

demonic possession, and
psychological torment,
plus profiles of famous
spirits, quotes, all about séances, and more

•For lovers of the supernatural

9

781523 514755
9

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1475-5 • No. 101475
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1250-8
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-1411-3

781523 516308

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1630-8 • No. 101630
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1387-1
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TINY LOVE STORIES CALENDAR
Edited by Daniel Jones and Miya Lee
“I was Dakota’s prom date so long as he could not ‘find anyone
better.’ We are married now. I guess he couldn’t.”

R

eturning after a successful debut, this calendar—based
on the book and popular New York Times column—
features hundreds of humorous, heartbreaking, hopeful, and
poignant stories of love, all told in one hundred words or
less. Tales of affection between people and their pets. Tales
of parental devotion. Tales of matches made at divorce
groups. Tales of love during lockdown. Each is pure poetry, a
bite-size vignette that is surprising in its power and relatable
to anyone who’s pined for true love, lost the one who got
away, or found love in an unexpected place. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and 100% recyclable.

•A charming assortment of brief tales of
love from the beloved New York Times
column “Modern Love”

•More than 300 true stories—honest, funny,

tender, and wise, all told in no more than one
hundred words

•From longtime “Modern Love” editors Daniel

Jones and Miya Lee, authors of Tiny Love
Stories: True Tales of Love in 100 Words or Less

•nytimes.com/tinylovestories

A year of touching,
poignant, tiny stories

“Modern Love” in
miniature
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5-MINUTE DAILY MEDITATIONS
CALENDAR

A YEAR OF GRATITUDE CALENDAR
A Network for Grateful Living

Sah D’Simone
“A perfect reminder to take a moment (or five) to breathe, sit quietly, or
just reflect. . . . Who doesn’t need a reminder now and then?”
—Sharon Salzberg, author of Real Happiness

W

elcome to a new year of powerful but pithy meditations from
Sah D’Simone, trusted spiritual guide, meditation teacher, and
author of books such as 5-Minute Daily Meditations and Spiritually
Sassy. Pulling from ancient techniques infused with joy, authenticity,
and openness, his heart-based healing movement offers a practical,
actionable approach to spiritual growth. Identify limiting beliefs and
replace them with the opposite
affirmation—a mental antidote.
Schedule a date with yourself
and learn to truly enjoy your own
company. And believe that you
can make a real difference in the
world: “Dear heart, help me see
myself in a different way. Help
me see the world in a different
way.” Printed on responsibly
sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•From meditation teacher, transformational speaker,

and internationally bestselling author Sah D’Simone

“Take your good fortune and live your life to its highest calling.
Understand that the right to choose your own path is a sacred
privilege. Use it. Dwell in possibility.”—Oprah Winfrey

I

t’s daily inspiration adapted from the book Wake Up Grateful by
Kristi Nelson and A Network for Grateful Living, a global
organization that promotes mindful gratitude. This calendar invites
deep exploration of what it means to open yourself up to the gifts
available to you, with daily inspirations, blessings, questions for
reflection, affirmations (I greet each passing moment as precious),
and thoughtful quotes. Plus Gratefulness Practices to help you
nurture a positive outlook:
Cultivating a sense of astonishment
about your comforts—running
water, a laptop, a refrigerator—
helps keep you grateful.
Remember, they are gifts. Printed
on responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

•From A Network for

Grateful Living, creators
of the bestselling Everyday
Gratitude and Wake Up Grateful

•For readers who want to

start a gratitude practice or
integrate gratitude into their
lives with greater intention

•Powerful meditations delivered in the author’s
approachable and playful style

•D’Simone has an engaged readership and a significant
social media following
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A YEAR OF SELF-LOVE CALENDAR
Tanya Carroll Richardson

A

Year of Self-Love is back after another successful season. From
popular spiritual and self-help author Tanya Carroll Richardson,
it’s a year of empowerment and motivation to nurture your spirit and
be your best self. Each page features an insightful healing message,
accompanied by an action to apply to your life. Message: Slowing
down helps me tune in to the moment and what I need. Action: Today
I’ll practice the art of slowing down by stopping to gaze out the
window, stretching or walking around the block as a break from
work, or purposely savoring my lunch. And Message: Equal rights
and justice are what everyone deserves, and concepts I’m always
trying to promote, live by, and love by. Action: Perhaps the only real
path to peace is equal rights and
justice. Let me better foster these
concepts in my own life and in the
world today. Learn to live the
meaningful life you want—and
love yourself fully—every day.
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

•From Tanya Carroll

A PRAYER FOR EVERY DAY
CALENDAR
Edited by David Schiller
Hear, O Lord, when I cry aloud, be gracious to me and answer me!
—Psalm 27 : 7–9

E

nrich your soul with a daily prayer. Here are words of wisdom,
words of healing, words of inspiration, and words of unwavering
faith, adapted from the bestselling book The Little Book of Prayers,
with more than 400,000 copies in print. These short but powerful
prayers—culled from holy books, songs, poems, and other sources—
represent a diversity of religions and cultural traditions, but each
encourages contemplation and spiritual growth. “Look to this day,
For it is life, The very life of life.”— Kālidāsa. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•An unexpectedly

approachable collection
of prayers culled from
diverse faiths and
cultural traditions

•Adapted from The Little
Book of Prayers

Richardson, author of
Love Notes to My Self

•A perfect gift for seekers,

•A year of positive change through gently affirming
messages and concrete actions

the curious, and the
spiritually hungry

•An uplifting gift for anyone,
including yourself

9
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The enlightening
bestseller
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A YEAR OF ZEN CALENDAR
Edited by David Schiller

KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON
CALENDAR

“The Tao does nothing, but leaves nothing undone.”—Lao-tzu

A

dapted from the national bestseller The Little Book of Zen, with
516,000 copies in print, this calendar delivers a refreshing dose
of enlightenment for every day. Zen is the original mindfulness, and
its tenets of meditation, compassion, living in the moment, and
finding deeper purpose in life are needed more than ever. Here are
hundreds of quotes, koans, parables, and sayings—from East and
West, ancient and modern—that deliver a clear-eyed truth, a moment
of beauty, the joy of seeing the world through a fresh perspective. The
Zen of Henry David Thoreau: “It is only when we forget all our
learning that we begin to know.” The Zen of Ramana Maharshi: “All
that is required to realize the Self is
to be still.” And the Zen of the Dalai
Lama: “My religion is kindness.”
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

•

“Leap into the boundless and make it your home!”
—Zhuangzi, ancient Chinese philosopher

C

reated to keep British morale strong through World War II, the
cheerful, chin-up motivational message of the iconic Keep Calm
and Carry On poster resonates to this day. This calendar encourages
us to keep a stiff upper lip and captures the spirit of the poster with
hundreds of inspiring quotes and sayings, from “We were scared, but
our fear was not as strong as our courage” (human rights and
education activist Malala Yousafzai) to “You just can’t beat the
person who never gives up” (baseball player Babe Ruth) to “There is
still much more work to do”
(politician and civil rights
activist John Lewis). Onward!
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

•The stay-positive,

morale-boosting
calendar we all need
right now

A perennial gem, with
lifetime sales of more
than 1.2 million copies

•A wide-ranging compilation

of Eastern and Western
sayings, koans, poetry, meditations, and more

•Adapted from the bestselling little book,

now in a revised and repackaged new edition

•A year of quotes and
sayings packed
with inspiration and
wisdom

•Inspired by the iconic poster

created to boost British spirit
during World War II

•For a new generation of seekers

More Zen
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OUTDOOR PLANET CALENDAR

R

eturning for its sophomore season is the calendar whose lively
encouragement coaxes us to unplug and embark on adventure in
the great outdoors. Discover Trails of the World, including Peru’s
Vinicunca, nicknamed Montaña de Siete Colores (aka “Rainbow
Mountain”) because of its brightly colored and striped terrain. Learn
handy Tips & Tricks: If you’re fishing on a lake during spring or late
autumn, stick to the water’s edge—fish tend to gather near the shore
during these transitional seasons. Plus Maine’s Acadia National Park
and other destinations for your bucket list, amazing Survival Stories,
Urban Nature, and quotes: “Preserve and cherish the pale blue dot,
the only home we’ve ever known.”—Carl Sagan. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and 100% recyclable.

•A sellout in 2022
•An amazing breadth of

information and doable
tips for everything
outdoors related

•The best destinations

THE OFFICIAL 365 SPORTS
FACTS-A-YEAR CALENDAR

W

ith 6.4 million copies sold, this is the calendar that offers an
adrenaline rush for the true-blue sports fanatic—day after day.
We’re talking amazing plays, come-from-behind victories, unbeaten
records, infamous rivalries, and outsized personalities. The Red Sox
send Babe Ruth packing to the Yankees, only to see him nearly
double his own home run record. Margaret Smith and Rod Laver both
win singles titles at the 1960 Australian Open—the first Grand Slam
wins in each of their storied careers. Plus Shaun White’s halfpipe
victory in Turin and other memorable Olympic moments, the Cubs
and the Mets open the 2000 season before 55,000 fans in Tokyo, and
trivia: Who scored the first (and third) touchdown in Super Bowl
history? (Green Bay wide
receiver Max McGee, after
scoring only one touchdown
the entire preceding season.)
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

•The superstar all-sports

for hiking, camping,
sailing, and exploring

calendar, with more
than 6.4 million
copies sold

•Includes legendary

outdoorspeople,
naturalists, adventurers,
and record breakers

•Includes trivia, record-

breaking feats, come-from-behind
wins, quotes from the athletes, and more

•Photographs throughout
•For anyone who likes to

•The gift for true-blue sports fans

spend their time outside
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A YEAR OF BASEBALL TRIVIA!
CALENDAR

A YEAR OF FOOTBALL TRIVIA!
CALENDAR

Kenneth Shouler

Jeff Marcus

A

P

ll baseball, all year long. A Year of Baseball Trivia! hits fanatics
with day after day of stats, facts, records, and trivia—plus the
personalities, the rivalries, and the joy of being in the stands on game
day. Dubious Distinctions: Which two pitchers went from earning Cy
Young Awards to leading the league in losses the next year? (LaMarr
Hoyt and Rick Porcello.) Who Am I?: “In my sixth year in the league,
1959, I finally got some playing time. I took full advantage, leading
my league in home runs despite batting only .242.” (Minnesota’s
Harmon Killebrew.) Plus Immortal Records, Baseball Fun, Did You
Know?, and quotes: “I looked for the same pitch my whole career. A
breaking ball. All the time, I
never worried about the fastball.
They couldn’t throw it past me.
None of ’em.”—Hall of Famer
Hank Aaron. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

•Strong repeat

customer base

•Packed with stats,

ure fun for the football fanatic—the stats, the amazing plays,
the personalities, the shocking Hail Marys, and the most
memorable Super Bowl moments. True or False: The Sugar Bowl has
always been played in New Orleans. (False: On January 2, 2006, it
was moved to Atlanta due to Hurricane Katrina–inflicted damage to
the Superdome.) Blowouts, including the New York Giants’ 49–3 rout
of the 49ers in the 1987 NFC divisional playoffs. College Ball:
Which college has had the most consensus All-Americans? (Notre
Dame, with 86.) Plus Immortal Records, League History, All-Time
Greats, and football quotes: “I resigned as the Broncos head coach
because of illness and fatigue.
The fans were sick and tired of
me.”—Coach John Ralston.
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

•An adrenaline-pumping

year of stats, records,
rivalries, team histories,
Super Bowl trivia,
factoids, and lore

•Written by Jeff Marcus,

history, and trivia, plus
World Series, Dubious
Distinctions, and quotes from players

author of All-Time, AllTeam Pro Football Quiz

•Trivia answers on the reverse
•The perfect gift for gridiron fanatics

•From the author of The Major League
Baseball Book of Fabulous Facts
and Awesome Trivia

•For the devoted baseball fan
9
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THE 365 STUPIDEST THINGS EVER
SAID CALENDAR

UNFORGETTABLE SENIOR MOMENTS
CALENDAR

Ross and Kathryn Petras

Tom Friedman

Y

“N

es, they really said it. The beloved bestselling calendar is back
with another year of celebrity gaffs, malapropisms, and facepalm
moments that will make you cringe—then laugh at the utter inanity of
it all. Badly worded governmental guidance: “You’ve got to have the
get-up-and-go to stay at home during this threat.”—Connecticut
governor Ned Lamont. Contradictory sports commentary: “He’s had
his ups and downs but he’s been consistent.”—auto racing
commentator Sally Nugent. Plus head-scratching headlines
(POLICE: HORSE GIVEN VERBAL WARNING IN RUNAWAY
INCIDENT), nonreassuring school signs (Bolton Academy: a Grate
Place to Learn), and reasons
NOT to call 911: “I got a
new phone for Christmas
and I wanted to be sure it
was working.” Printed on
responsibly sourced paper
and 100% recyclable.

•The perennially

othing is more responsible for the ‘good old days’ than a bad
memory,” writes columnist Franklin Pierce Adams. Based on
the bestselling book, here’s a daily tribute to the mix of good old days
and really bad memory, featuring quotes, jokes, and hilarious real-life
senior moments. Like the hapless engraver who forgot to fix a flaw in
the mold for Chile’s new 50-peso coin, putting 1.5 million pieces that
said REPUBLIC OF CHIIE in circulation. Or the English man who
parked his car and then couldn’t find it—for seven months. Plus
Confusion in the Court, Head-Scratching Headlines (“State
Population to Double by 2040; Babies to Blame”), and fascinating
facts: Scientists believe irisin,
released during exercise, may
reduce memory loss and improve
brain health. So go for that walk!
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

•A fabulous gift for anyone
of a certain age—and
what’s-his-name!

bestselling calendar,
with 4.9 million
copies sold

•A hilarious year of

•

A daily dose of
ignorance, political doublespeak,
jaw-dropping stupidity, and foot-in-the-mouth hilarity

compulsively readable
memory lapses of
the rich, famous, and
eccentric

•From Kathryn and Ross Petras,
specialists in stupidity
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The book . . . in
case you forgot
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UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER®
CALENDAR
The Bathroom Readers’ Institute

W

ith 1.5 million copies sold, Uncle John’s Bathroom Reader
is the perennially popular calendar—adapted from the
hilariously offbeat book series—for the 68 percent of Americans
who say they read in the bathroom. Each page is pure fun, with a
weird factoid, oddball anecdote, absorbing question, or other amusing
tidbit to ponder on the throne. Wacky Legal Briefs, like the Dutch
man who tried to legally change his age from 69 to 49 to be more
appealing to women. (Case thrown out.) “Only in Florida” headlines:
Thousands of Gun Owners in Florida Planning to “Shoot Down”
Hurricane Irma. Plus the GoBidet Handheld Bidet and other Toilet
Tech, 21-Flush Salutes, and food
flops: Did you know that in
2014, McDonald’s test-marketed
bubble-gum-flavored broccoli?
Ugh. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•A crowd-pleaser year

17

A YEAR OF GOOD BEER CALENDAR
Amahl Turczyn

B

ottoms up to a year of fantastic beer recommendations from
America’s bestselling beer calendar—now with 1.3 million
copies in print. Crack open Sierra Nevada’s easy drinking Wild Little
Thing Slightly Sour Ale, with aromas of guava, hibiscus, and
strawberry combining for a nicely balanced tartness. The Schlenkerla
Oak Smoked Doppelbock, boasting a smooth smokiness and
multilayered malt intensity. Plus American Craft Brewery
Destinations (including the Russian River Brewing Co. in Santa
Rosa, California), Beer Quizzes, Proper Glassware for Beer Styles,
and How to Read a Beer Label: A session beer just means it’s lower
in alcohol—usually 5 percent by volume or less. (Although it can
refer to almost any style,
session IPAs are the most
popular.) Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

•Cheers! 1.3 million
copies in print

•Covers every major

after year, with 1.5
million copies sold

style of beer—IPAs,
stouts, ales, lambics,
pilsners, and more

•The Uncle John’s

Bathroom Reader book
series has sold more than 15 million copies

•Craft beer is booming—

Jam-packed with curiosities and oddities from the
worlds of pop culture, history, sports, and politics

•Author is a freelance writer for Zymurgy

•

it’s a $14.3 billion industry
and Associate Editor for the Brewers Association

•Illustrated throughout
•The essential gift for beer lovers
9
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365 DAYS OF AMAZING TRIVIA!
CALENDAR

290 BAD JOKES & 75 PUNDERFUL
PUNS CALENDAR

I

W

t’s the obsessive calendar for knowledge buffs, factoid lovers, and
trivia night regulars—and the bestselling trivia calendar with more
than 5 million copies in print. There’s science trivia: On average, how
much of the human brain is made up of water? (Approximately 75
percent.) Animal trivia: What is a group of ferrets called? (A
business.) Movie trivia: In the James Bond films, what is Bond’s
go-to drink order? (A vodka martini—shaken, not stirred.) And
mythology trivia: Who is the ancient Greek god of travel, trade, and
hospitality? (Hermes.) If you’re stumped, you can find answers on
the back of each page. Printed on responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

hat did Poseidon say to the giant squid? What’s Kraken?
Rimshot! 290 Bad Jokes and 75 Punderful Puns is the
beloved calendar that makes the whole family laugh out loud with a
year of jokes and puns that are so bad, they’re downright hilarious.
What did the limestone say to the geologist? Don’t take me for
granite. Why couldn’t the clam make new friends? It’s not because
he was too shellfish—he just never opened up. Plus Laughing at the
Law, Fowl Play, Bar Fun, The Best Medicine, Playing with Food,
knock-knocks, and meta jokes: What do you call a pun that’s reached
maturity? Fully groan. Ooof. Printed on responsibly sourced paper
and 100% recyclable.

•More than 5 million

•A paradigm of success,

copies sold

with 4.9 million copies
sold

•Literary facts, sports

•Positively packed with

facts, science facts, and
pop culture facts, with
answers on the reverse of
each page

doctor jokes, dad jokes,
bar jokes, and more

•A just plain fun title with

•For quiz game fanatics

universal appeal

and insatiable trivia buffs
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COLOR
®
PAGE-A-DAY
CALENDARS

H

undreds of beautiful, full-color
images. Expert authorship.
Top design and production
standards. Plus a diversity of

themes that speak to people’s passions and
obsessions, from animals to travel to
illustration. No wonder the Color Page-ADay Calendar collection is packed with
some of the best and bestselling titles in the
business, led by the iconic 365 Cats,
Workman’s #1 top-selling calendar year
after year. Joining the superstar lineup for
2023 is Even My Feelings Have Feelings,
based on the popular @LizandMollie
Instagram account from the authors of the
bestselling book No Hard Feelings. Each of
these calendars is 100% recyclable, and
printed on responsibly sourced paper with
pages that double as notepaper.

365 BIBLE VERSES-AYEAR CALENDAR
With trumpets and sound of cornet make a
joyful noise before the Lord, the King.
—Psalm 98 : 6

L

ive every day guided, comforted, and
inspired by the timeless words of the
Bible. This perennially bestselling calendar,
now with more than 5.1 million copies in print,
features a daily verse—cited chapter and verse
from the King James Version of the Holy
Bible—paired with a glorious, full-color
nature photograph. A breathtaking waterfall
enhances Isaiah 41 : 13: “For I the Lord thy
God will hold thy right hand, saying unto thee,
Fear not; I will help thee.” John 15 : 17 entreats
“These things I command you, that ye love one
another,” accompanied by the warm rays of the
setting sun. Plus wise words from Proverbs:
“He that hath knowledge spareth his words:
and a man of understanding is of an excellent
spirit.” Printed on responsibly sourced paper
and 100% recyclable.

•The inspiring 5.1-million-copy seller
•Verses from the King James Version
of the Holy Bible accompanied by
full-color nature photographs

COLOR PAGE-A-DAY® CALENDARS
Responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
320 sheets
Box size: 5½" × 5½" × 13⁄16"
Page size: 5 3⁄8" × 5 3⁄8"
Gift-boxed
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
SPECIAL NOTE: Page-A-Day
calendars are available in a variety
of displays (see page 74).

•A gift of comfort, hope, and wisdom
FOR YOUR REFERENCE: The Illustrated
Bible Verses Wall Calendar (see page 63)
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1558-5 • No. 101558
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1271-3
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EVEN MY FEELINGS HAVE
FEELINGS CALENDAR
Liz and Mollie
Illustrations by Liz Fosslien

I

ntroducing a brand-new calendar from Liz Fosslien and
Mollie West Duffy, coauthors of the national bestseller No
Hard Feelings and the forthcoming Big Feelings. (No Hard
Feelings was selected as a Best Book of the Year by NPR and
Fortune.) Based on their hugely popular Instagram account
@LizandMollie, Even My Feelings Have Feelings offers a year
of advice and insights on navigating work, life, and emotions
through distinctive, witty, and eminently relatable illustrations
and captions. There’s a Google Translate chart for emails from
your boss. (“Just wondering . . .” = I’m about to make a
ridiculous request. “Maybe I’m missing something . . .” = WTF.)
The highest compliment an introvert can give: I like being with
you as much as I like being alone. And a pie chart showing the
percentage of your worst days you’ve made it through: 100
percent. Printed on responsibly sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•From the duo behind the bestselling book No Hard
Feelings and the forthcoming Big Feelings

•Based on the popular @LizandMollie Instagram
account with 394K followers

•Useful tips for navigating the world without
shutting out your emotions

•Balances heartfelt advice with fun features like

Indecision Jeopardy and illustrations that poke fun
at our common foibles, like overthinking emails and
doing work on a vacation day

•A must-have gift for people with feelings

9

781523 517701

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1770-1 • No. 101770
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout

PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
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365 CATS CALENDAR

365 DOGS CALENDAR

I

S

t’s the perennial superstar—Workman’s
#1 bestselling Page-A-Day calendar and
#1 bestselling calendar overall, now in its
35th purr-fect season. Showcasing the
sweetest, silliest, most adorable felines of all
time, 365 Cats indulges cat lovers with what
they love: cats, cats, and more cats. An
improbable friendship between a tabby cat and
a squirrel. A quartet of playful Russian Blue
kittens. A Norwegian Forest Cat, which legend
claims to be descended from a cat so huge,
Thor couldn’t lift it. Plus mischievous torties,
silky Tonkinese, and a dignified tuxedo—
wearing a bow tie, of course. Includes
inspiring rescue stories, health and care tips,
fun cat facts, and quotes: “How we behave
toward cats here below determines our status
in heaven.”—Robert A. Heinlein. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•Workman’s top-selling calendar

overall, with 10.6 million copies sold

•

The absolute best cat calendar in terms
of pictures, text, and sales

•

Classic photos celebrating the calendar’s
35th anniversary

•Includes health and care tips, breed histories,

o many dogs, so many ways to be cute!
Now celebrating 35 years of huggable,
adorable pooches, 365 Dogs is a delightful
throwback, honoring the comfort,
companionship, and love our canine friends
bring to every day. Here are cuddly
Labradoodles. Raring-to-go Aussies. Wellmannered Great Pyrenees. Pugs with their
adorably curled tails and worried
expressions. A variety of mutts and mixed
breeds, each one irresistible in its own
distinctive way. Captions feature sweet
rescue stories, health and care tips for your
own pooch, and dog lovers’ quotes: “Dogs
do speak, but only to those who know how
to listen.”—Orhan Pamuk. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•The all-time bestselling dog
calendar, with more than
6 million copies sold

•Classic photos celebrating the
calendar’s 35th anniversary

•Includes heartwarming rescue stories,
canine health and care tips, and more

•Ongoing contest at pageaday.com/contests

rescue stories, and quotes

•Ongoing contest at pageaday.com/contests
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1611-7 • No. 101611
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1280-5

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1579-0 • No. 101579
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1263-8
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RICK STEVES’®
EUROPE CALENDAR

ATLAS OBSCURA®
CALENDAR

W

Atlas Obscura

hen it comes to European travel, Rick
Steves—travel guide, TV host, and
bestselling author—is the trusted authority.
And he knows it all: Visit a Norwegian stave
church with wooden pagodas and dragon’shead gargoyles. Enjoy the sunset views of the
Alhambra Palace, the last stronghold of the
Moorish kingdom in Spain. Plus Prague’s
Astronomical Clock, Portugal’s scenic Douro
Valley—birthplace of port wine—and
Vienna’s Hofburg Palace, the first home of the
Habsburgs. Like a yearlong European
adventure, this calendar is a personal tour of
the real Europe, with Rick Steves as your
guide. Printed on responsibly sourced paper
and 100% recyclable.

•Rick Steves is the author of dozens
of travel guidebooks and host of
Rick Steves’ Europe, the public
television travel series

•Covers Europe top to bottom, with

information-rich text and more than
300 full-color photographs

•RickSteves.com

F

or adventurers and travelers who love
their destinations to be obscure and off
the beaten path, feed your sense of wonder
with a yearlong tour of unusual destinations,
events, and global phenomena, adapted from
the hugely popular website and #1 bestselling
book Atlas Obscura. Travel into the earth—
and back in time—with a meal at Arizona’s
Caverns Grotto restaurant, located 21 stories
down in the Grand Canyon Caverns, which
formed before the Grand Canyon itself did.
In Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, roll your D20 at
the memorial stone for Dungeons & Dragons
creator Gary Gygax. And marvel at the
beauty of Mexico’s Hierve el Agua, a rock
formation that looks just like a frozen
waterfall. Plus Brazil’s Wish Tree, Latvia’s
boat graveyard, and Sofia, Bulgaria’s,
Museum of Socialist Art, housed in a fittingly
utilitarian building. Totally curious—and
totally fascinating. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper and 100% recyclable.

•From the massively popular website

and the #1 New York Times bestseller
with more than 800,000 copies in print

•313 entries from around the world,
FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Rick Steves’® Europe
Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar (see page 71)
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781523 515714

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1571-4 • No. 101571
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1342-0

plus hundreds of full-color photos

Atlas Obscura 2nd Edition
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1652-0 • No. 101652
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1352-9
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0648-4

PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. Copyright © 2022, Rick Steves’ Europe, Inc. Rick Steves’ Europe logos,
trademarks, and images are owned by Rick Steves and used with permission. ATLAS OBSCURA is a registered trademark of Atlas Obscura Inc.
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1,000 PLACES TO SEE
BEFORE YOU DIE®
CALENDAR
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ORIGAMI CALENDAR
Margaret Van Sicklen

F

rom a flat piece of paper to a piece of
art! Origami is a hobby the whole family
can enjoy, and the Origami calendar contains
everything needed to get folding. Written by
origami master Margaret Van Sicklen, it’s
packed with creative models for new folders
and experts alike. Learn action folds,
including a functioning catapult. Holiday
folds, like a stand-up heart for your sweetie
on Valentine’s Day. Plus a stunt plane, an
adorable pop-up puppy card, a gorgeous iris,
and a peacock folded from a sticky note. The
brilliantly designed pages feature vibrant
colors and patterns and are perfectly square
so they double as folding paper. Each model
includes clear, easy-to-follow instructions,
and a downloadable Origami Key covers
base folds, symbols, and other fundamentals.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

Patricia Schultz

I

ndulge your wanderlust and adventurous
spirit, all year long. Based on the topselling travel book of all time, this calendar
is packed with the world’s most captivating
destinations. Explore Ephesus, Turkey, once
one of the wealthiest trading ports of the
Greco-Roman world and today one of the
best-preserved ancient cities on Earth.
Marvel at the astounding prehistoric art of
Spain’s Cave of Altamira. Plus the floating
markets of Vietnam’s Mekong Delta;
Ottawa’s Winterlude festival, featuring a
five-mile-long frozen skateway; and Global
Intelligence Quizzes (True or false: The
Matterhorn is the highest peak in the Alps*).
Printed on responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

•The 1.5-million-copy-selling

•The 1.2 million-copy-selling

category killer

•A yearlong tour of the world, curated by the #1

bestselling author of 1,000 Places to See Before You Die

•With quizzes, inspiring quotes from travelers, tips on
“must-see” places, and more

*False. Mont Blanc, which spans the French and Italian border,
is the highest peak at 15,781 feet.
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1568-4 • No. 101568
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1341-3

calendar that’s a complete origami kit

•Colorful, perfectly square pages double as folding paper
•Downloadable Origami Key covers base folds,
symbols, and other fundamentals

•Endorsed by OrigamiUSA
•Whole family fun

9

781523 516179

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1617-9 • No. 101617
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1351-2

1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE is a registered trademark of Patricia Schultz and Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
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AUDUBON BIRDS CALENDAR

F

or the passionate birder, it’s a guaranteed daily
sighting. Created by the experts at the National
Audubon Society, the organization that’s synonymous
with bird-watching and conservation, Audubon Birds
features hundreds of diverse and captivating species
from habitats around the world. A Booted Racket-tail
hovering before a flower. A Fieldfare snacking on
berries. A Chatham Albatross with a distinctly
disapproving look. And four fuzzy Northern Hawk
Owl chicks nestled in a hollow tree stump. Each is
exquisitely photographed up close and in full color,
accompanied by a caption containing both the
common name and scientific name. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and 100% recyclable.

•Sales up and a sellout
•Bird-watching surged in popularity during

the pandemic, and birding mania isn’t just
a lockdown fad

•Biggest growth demographic in birding is
adults under age 40

•Calendar features species from a range of
habitats and all regions of the world

•Captions provide common and Latin
names

•For bird-watchers and anyone attuned to
the wider world

The photos in Audubon Birds Page-A-Day®
also appear in the Audubon Birds Page-A-Day®
Gallery Calendar (see page 31)

PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1578-3 • No. 101578
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1264-5
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CAT TRIVIA CALENDAR

DOG TRIVIA CALENDAR

C

T

at Trivia keeps cat lovers entertained
with a year of fascinating trivia,
quizzes, advice, and quotes: “Cats can be
very cooperative when something feels good
which, to a cat, is the way everything is
supposed to feel as much of the time as
possible.”—Roger A. Caras. With Owner’s
Tips, including how to interpret your kitty’s
tail messages. If your cat attempts to groom
you, it’s showing affection, not insulting
your hygiene. Plus Name that Breed, Who’s
That Wildcat?—like the adorable and
perfectly adapted Sand Cat that lives in the
deserts of Asia and Africa and can go weeks
without water—and True or False: All
Sphynxes are hairless. (False. Many are
covered in a soft down and their tail, ears,
toes, and nose may be lightly covered in fur.)
Printed on responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

•A delightful calendar gift for
America’s 45 million
cat lovers

•The ingenious marriage of trivia and the subject of cats
•Includes Owner’s Tips, Celebrity Cats, Did You Know?,
breed information, and more

•Full-color illustrations throughout

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1670-4 • No. 101670
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1225-6

rue or false: Most dogs spend about
80 percent of the day in a deep sleep.
(False: Dogs usually spend about 50
percent of the day asleep, 30 percent
loafing around, and 20 percent fully
awake.) Get the facts about the dogs you
love and think you know. Packed with
fascinating trivia, quizzes, breed profiles,
jokes, and more, this calendar is pure joy
for the dog lover. With Owner’s Tips,
including how to make a giant ice pop to
keep your pup cool. Know Your Breeds,
from the Keeshond to the Maltese. Plus
quotes and Did You Know?: A family in
China thought it was odd when their
“Tibetan Mastiff” growled incessantly and
walked on two legs. They contacted
authorities and found out their dog was
actually an Asiatic black bear! Printed on
responsibly sourced paper and 100%
recyclable.

•Brimming with quotes, canine

Q&As, Owner’s Tips, Know Your
Breeds, and more

•Full-color illustrations throughout
•An out-and-out irresistible gift for every dog lover

9

781523 516254

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1625-4 • No. 101625
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1265-2
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TODAY IS GOING TO BE
A GREAT DAY! CALENDAR

E

veryone loves a pick-me-up. Delivering good vibes every
day of the year, this mood-lifting calendar has sales that
match its energy—strong! On each page is a quote of
optimism and pure positivity, enhanced by beautiful full-color
illustrations and hand-lettering from more than thirty
contemporary illustrators and cheerful graphic design, for a
vibrant mix of styles and approaches. “This is a wonderful
day. I’ve never seen this one before.”—Maya Angelou. “Every
artist was first an amateur.”—Ralph Waldo Emerson. And
reminders for modern life: “Disconnect to connect.” The
uplifting, brightly colored pages are designed to be torn off at
the end of each day and attached to the wall so you can be
inspired with every glance. Printed on responsibly sourced
paper and 100% recyclable.

•Extremely popular—the #4 Page-A-Day calendar
•Hundreds of inspiring quotes and sayings in
original graphics and hand-lettering

•The happy, feel-good gift
Hang pages up for
a colorful gallery of
joy and optimism

Purpose-affirming
motivation,
enhanced by fullcolor graphics

9

781523 515219

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1521-9 • No. 101521
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1246-1
PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
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YOU ARE DOING A
FREAKING GREAT JOB
CALENDAR

A

ffirmation and encouragement with
every glance, every day. Adapted
from the inspiring bestselling book, You
Are Doing a Freaking Great Job features
uplifting words of motivation
accompanied by vibrant graphics that
enhance the message. Words like: “Find a
group of people who challenge and inspire
you, spend a lot of time with them, and it
will change your life.” —Amy Poehler.
Monday Mantras: “I can begin without
knowing all the answers.” Plus thoughtful
conversation starters in “Ask Yourself or
Someone Else,” head-clearing suggestions
in Fast Break Friday, Snap and Share
notes to send to friends, and much more.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper and
100% recyclable.

•Perfect inspirational gift for a

coworker, friend, or recent grad

•More than 300 motivational quotes and inspirations,
reimagined as dynamic pieces of original art

•Inspired by the book with

27

BAD CAT® CALENDAR

T

hese kitties may look sweet, fluffy, and
innocent, but don’t be fooled. With 1.7
million copies in print, Bad Cat—adapted
from the hilarious #1 New York Times
bestselling book—features a year of cats that
are all too willing to bite the hand that feeds
them. Cats drinking straight from the bottle.
Cats flaunting ugly Christmas sweaters—in
February. Cats in inappropriate relationships
with stuffed animals. Plus Bad Cat Early
Warning Signs, Bad Cat Couplets, and
Paranoid Cats: Cat refuses to step on cheap
linoleum floor until replaced with organic
bamboo. So many ways cats can go
wrong—and they’re all here in terrifying full
color. Printed on responsibly sourced paper
and 100% recyclable.

•The 1.7-million-copy-selling

calendar based on the New York
Times bestselling book

•As offensive as ever—positively

packed with outspoken, indecent,
and overdressed cats

•Weekly contest at pageaday.com/contests

350,000 copies in print

The vibrant, pocket-size
book of encouragement

9

781523 515691

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1569-1 • No. 101569
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1266-9
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-8447-8

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:
Bad Cat Wall Calendar (see page 61)

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1629-2 • No. 101629
100% recyclable; printed on responsibly sourced paper
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1254-6
BAD CAT is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
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PAGE-A-DAY®
GALLERY
CALENDARS

G

orgeously composed,
full-color photographs
reproduced on responsibly
sourced heavy-stock paper.

Uncompromising standards of production. A
clear case for a sleek, elegant display—and
inside, the sumptuous look and feel of a fine
art book. Page-A-Day Gallery Calendars are
designed for people with an eye for beauty
and the finest details. The list for 2023
features six exquisite and perennially
bestselling titles: Art, Dog, Cat, Shoes,

Audubon Nature, and, back by popular
demand, Audubon Birds.
Each is like a curated portfolio for
your desktop—and an excellent
value at just $19.99.

SHOES GALLERY
CALENDAR

S

o many shoes to try on for size—
even if only in your imagination.
The bestselling calendar adapted from
Linda O’Keeffe’s internationally
bestselling book, Shoes, is packed with
fabulous footwear, beautifully
photographed and reproduced in full
color. The elegant: Rupert Sanderson’s
crocodile-embossed “Solitaire” leather
pump with jeweled buckle. The nautical:
a sculpted rope slingback sandal from
Krístina Vontszemiivá. The sporty: Tori
Abrahams’s colorful leather sneaker with
chunky white sport sole. The out-there:
Joe Snacken’s mirror-finish laser-cut
boot with smiling daisies from Takashi
Murakami. Plus vintage shoes, including
a panne velvet and leather flapper shoe
with a harlequin motif. Every day, it’s a
new pair to indulge the shoe lover’s
obsession. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Unstoppable style and sales, with 1.3 million copies sold
•Win a pair of Anastasia Radevich shoes!
PAGE-A-DAY®
GALLERY CALENDARS
Responsibly sourced paper
Full-color photographs throughout
160 leaves
Box size: 6 ¼" × 7 ¼" × 1½"
Page size: 6" × 7"
Loose cover printed in full color
Clear plastic box opens
into a desktop easel
Shrink-wrapped
$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK

Go to pageaday.com/contests to enter

Some of the photos in Shoes Page-A-Day® Gallery
Calendar also appear in 365 Days of Shoes (see page 69)

PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1654-4 • No. 101654
Responsibly sourced paper
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1353-6
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-0114-7
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CAT GALLERY
CALENDAR

DOG GALLERY
CALENDAR

T

A

his is the calendar that cat
lovers can’t resist—making
it, naturally, one of Workman’s
top-selling calendars overall. On
each page is an elegant portrait,
in vivid full color, that captures
that uniquely feline attitude,
elegance, and independent spirit.
A beautifully patterned Bengal
taking a catnap. A close-up of a
white Birman with deep blue
eyes. An energetic orange longhaired cat pouncing on hidden
prey. And a Scottish Fold with
its distinctive folded-over ears.
The calendar’s exquisite
photographs are gorgeously
reproduced and the daily images
are enhanced with playful
captions, making this a
delightful gallery of cats for
your desktop. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•The #1 Gallery calendar, with more than
1.5 million copies sold

29

n affable Golden Retriever
sporting a gorgeous coat. An
energetic spaniel running through a
snow-covered field. A stunning
Dalmatian proudly showing off its
spots. An English Bulldog, with its
wrinkled face and soulful eyes. Plus
lots of mutts, each one as distinctive
as it is adorable. So many dogs, all
photographed so beautifully, each
image capturing the subject’s
playfulness, charisma, and loving
spirit. These full-color portraits make
this calendar an elegant canine
celebration. The images are
accompanied by sayings and quotes
that will speak to the dog lover: “I’m
suspicious of people who don’t like
dogs, but I trust a dog when it doesn’t
like a person.”—Bill Murray. Printed
on responsibly sourced paper.

•More than one million copies sold
•300+ beautiful photographs that
capture the canine spirit

•

A visual knockout, with photos as
pleasurable as their subjects

$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1653-7 • No. 101653
Responsibly sourced paper
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1285-0

$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1620-9 • No. 101620
Responsibly sourced paper
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1227-0
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ART GALLERY
CALENDAR

AUDUBON NATURE
GALLERY CALENDAR

T

W

he calendar that’s like a museum
for your desk, packed with
hundreds of gorgeously photographed
masterpieces, each printed and
reproduced to the standards of a fine art
book. The selected pieces range from
ancient to contemporary and span a
wide range of traditions and cultural
backgrounds, from an exquisite Qing
Dynasty cloisonne enamel moonflask to
Faith Ringgold’s vibrant The Sunflower
Quilting Bee at Arles, an intricately
beaded twentieth-century Eritrean
Rebaba (a kind of bowl lyre) to Henri
de Toulouse-Lautrec’s portrait of actor
Henry De Samary. Plus photographs,
sculptures, textiles, decorative arts,
and more. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•#2 bestselling Gallery
calendar, after Cats

•Art encompasses an array of media, periods, and
cultural traditions

•Cover features Vendedora de Flores (Flower Vendor)
by Diego Rivera

•For art aficionados, the next best thing to exploring
your favorite museum

$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1668-1 • No. 101668
Responsibly sourced paper
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1223-2

ith every glance, escape to the
natural world. Combining the
stunning, full-color photography and
high production standards of the
Gallery line with the expertise of the
National Audubon Society, Nature
showcases the world at its most
pristine. Here is day after day of
spectacular landscapes, plus all the
other wonders we find in the great
outdoors. The breathtaking Grand
Teton mountain range. A stunning
Arctic Fox in Alaska blends in to the
wintry landscape. A herd of
wildebeest thunder under a red East
African sky. And pure paradise: The
sun rises over the Needles rock
monoliths at Oregon’s Cannon Beach.
A fabulous gift for nature lovers, this
calendar is a reminder of what
remains—and what must be preserved.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•A sellout, with sales almost doubled over the
previous year

•Majestic vistas, majestic wildlife, majestic
images—the majesty of nature, unbound

•For lovers of the outdoors
$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1691-9 • No. 101691
Responsibly sourced paper
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1282-9

Art Gallery cover: Flower Vendor, Diego Rivera, © 2021 Banco de México Diego Rivera Frida Kahlo Museums Trust, Mexico, D.F./Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
Samples: The Red Roof (detail), Federico Zandomeneghi, Superstock. Rebaba, Eritrean (20th century), Horniman Museum and Gardens, London, England, Heini Schneebeli/Bridgeman Images.
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AUDUBON BIRDS GALLERY
CALENDAR

N

ew for 2023, it’s a gallery of exquisite avian treasures for your
desktop. Joining our other successful birding calendars,
including the perennially popular Audubon Birds Page-A-Day and
Songbirds & Other Backyard Birds, this calendar features hundreds
of species captured up close and in full detail. With its sumptuous
photography and high production standards, the Gallery format is
perfect for showcasing birds’ shimmering colors, distinctive
patterns, and delicate beauty. A Common Ringed Plover reflected
in the surf. A brilliantly hued Blue-naped Chlorophonia. An
African Fish Eagle swooping down on its aquatic prey. And a flock
of macaws gathered on a cliff. Beautifully curated and featuring
captions from the avian authorities at the National Audubon
Society. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Returning in the Gallery format by popular demand
•Hundreds of birds, expertly captured by top nature
photographers

•Captions provide common and scientific names
•From Audubon, known for its work protecting birds
and conserving their habitats

•The perfect gift for birders and nature enthusiasts

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: The Audubon
Collection (see pages 32–37)

The photos in Audubon Birds Page-A-Day® Gallery also appear in the Audubon Birds Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 24)

$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1758-9 • No. 101758
Responsibly sourced paper

the AUDUBON® collection
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NATIONAL
AUDUBON
SOCIETY

F

or over a century, the National
Audubon Society—today with
1.9 million members and more
than 450 local chapters across the

country—has stood for wildlife preservation
and conservation. Their mission is simple: to
protect birds and the places they need, today
and tomorrow. And for 28 years, the
Audubon® Calendar program has reflected

the society’s energy, passion, and steadfast
mission with its beautifully photographed
and expertly written lineup of titles, each one
a breathtaking tribute to the natural world.
The list for 2023 includes twelve stunningly
photographed titles, including Audubon
Desert Wildflowers, a celebration of the
hardy blooms that add color and beauty to
their arid environments, and Audubon
Nature Wall—back by popular demand.
Audubon Arctic and Little Shorebirds return
after sellout debuts. And as always, we’ve got

AUDUBON ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR

T

his is the cornerstone of the Audubon calendar program, now
boasting more than 2.3 million copies sold lifetime. Featuring
breathtaking, full-color images by the world’s best nature
photographers, Audubon Engagement is a tribute to the wilderness,
its spectacular landscapes, and the flora and fauna that rely on its
preservation to live. The soaring red formations of Bryce Canyon
blanketed by snow. The intense gaze of a Great Horned Owl as it
lands on a tree stump. The delicate contours of a gorgeous calla lily.
And a shimmering water channel, or “beaver highway,” meandering
toward Oregon’s South Sister Mountain. Detailed captions
accompany each image, and the practical weekly grids include plenty
of space for writing in appointments and reminders. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

•One of the bestselling titles in the business, with 2.3
million copies sold

birders’ backs with an array of options,

•Spacious weekly grids and detailed captions for every

including the brand-new Kids’Birding, an

•Joint promotion on Audubon social channels

photograph

activity calendar with stickers for nature
lovers ages 8 and up. Every purchase helps
support the National Audubon Society.
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY and AUDUBON are registered trademarks of National Audubon Society.

$16.99 US/$23.99 Can./£14.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
128 pages; 6¼" × 9¼"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1551-6 • No. 101551
Responsibly sourced paper
Wire-O bound/Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1283-6
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AUDUBON KIDS’ BIRDING
CALENDAR

H

ere from the birding experts at the National Audubon
Society is a lively new calendar sure to get kids
unplugged and into nature. A fantastic addition to the
successful Audubon calendar program, Audubon Kids’
Birding Calendar brings the joys of birding to a young,
naturally curious audience. Each month features
gorgeous photographs of birds in their natural habitats,
fascinating facts about the world’s bird species, and tips
for how kids can help the birds in their local
environment. And then there are the games and projects:
Play a backyard version of “I Spy.” Make a bird feeder
out of recycled materials to help keep avian visitors
healthy and fed. And map out a Habitat Patch to observe
the birding (and other) activity in a small space over
time. Plus a whole flock of stickers! Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

•From the experts at Audubon, an

activity-packed year of fun sure to
get kids engaged with nature

•Includes cool projects, bird facts,

and full-color stickers to decorate
the month and mark events

Tips for
observing,
understanding,
and being a
friend to birds

Stickers to
decorate and
mark events

•Equally appealing to boys and
girls ages 8 and up

•Perfect for a family room, big kitchen
bulletin board, or child’s wall

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
full-color stickers; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1812-8 • No. 101812
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
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AUDUBON DESERT
WILDFLOWERS CALENDAR

H

ikers, photographers, flower lovers, and nature
enthusiasts admire the way desert wildflowers add
unexpected pops of brilliant color to their arid,
monochromatic surroundings—and their fragility and
transience makes these jewels of the desert even more
rare and special. From the tall purple spires of the
Arizona Lupine to the delicate Dune Evening Primrose,
which blankets the landscape after winter rains, from the
fiery red Desert Paintbrush to the bell-shaped blossoms
of the Desert Lily, this new calendar from the National
Audubon Society showcases a year of North American
species in their native habitats. It’s a celebration of
beauty found in the most surprising places and a
delightful gift for the nature lover. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

•A colorful, exuberant celebration of nature
•Jewel-hued desert blooms stunningly
photographed in their native habitats

•A visual delight for nature lovers and
gardeners alike

Each image a vision
of nature's artistry

Mixes close-ups and
sweeping landscapes

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1756-5 • No. 101756
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped

the AUDUBON® collection

AUDUBON NATURE
CALENDAR

T

his is the calendar that
captures the North American
wilderness at its most majestic and
most beautiful. Each month,
Audubon Nature features an
exquisite, full-color photograph
showcasing pristine landscapes
and distinctive wildlife. Mount
Rainier National Park blanketed in
a fresh snowfall. A bottlenose
dolphin cavorting off the Hawaiian
coast. The startling rock
formations of Arizona’s
Monument Valley. And a Piping
Plover guarding her eggs on a Long Island beach. It’s a tribute to
America’s natural treasures and their power to inspire wonder.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Returning by popular demand
•More than 1.1 million copies sold in previous editions
•The power and spectacle of nature
captured in vivid, inspiring images

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Audubon Nature
Gallery Calendar (see page 30)

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1811-1 • No. 101811
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
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AUDUBON BIRDS
IN THE GARDEN
CALENDAR

C

elebrating the songbirds that flit
through the yard, serenade us
with song, and bring brightness and
joy to every day, Audubon Birds in
the Garden features a year of avian
jewels captured up close in vibrant
full color. A Bohemian Waxwing,
whose feathers, Pliny the Elder once
said, “shine at night like fire.” A
striking black-and-orange Baltimore
Oriole against a backdrop of delicate
white blooms. And a pair of Eastern
Bluebirds perched on a water pump.
Each month’s image is accompanied by detailed text with species and
habitat information and tips for bird lovers: When Halloween is over,
don’t throw away your jack-o’-lanterns—turn them into a buffet for
your local songsters. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Forty-five million North Americans, an estimated one
out of every three households, feed birds

•Backyards offer important refuge for birds and other
pollinators as natural habitats shrink

•Combines gorgeous photography with tips for
purposefully planting for wildlife

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1695-7 • No. 101695
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1218-8
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Explore the flora and fauna
of the last great wilderness

AUDUBON ARCTIC CALENDAR

A

fter a strong debut season, Audubon Arctic is back
with a year of gorgeous photographs showcasing the
wildlife, flora, and landscapes of one of the most remote
and breathtaking regions of the planet. The National
Audubon Society is synonymous with bird conservation,
and many of these images are from the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge in Alaska where the organization works.
Mallards at the shore of a pristine lake ringed by
mountains. Polar Bears wrangling at the edge of an ice
floe. Rugged Muskoxen facing a blizzard head-on. And
large-antlered Caribou grazing a colorful meadow.
Detailed captions provide information about featured
species, natural wonders, and Audubon’s work to fight
against drilling and other industrial threats. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

•Returning after a sellout debut
•The Arctic, one of the planet’s few untouched

Dramatic images
for the discerning
nature lover

wild places, is a last refuge for polar bears and
more than 200 species of birds

•Stunning images capture the rare beauty
of the Earth’s northernmost reaches

•Text discusses Audubon’s fight to protect the
region from industrial threats

•For every nature lover concerned about
climate change

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1628-5 • No. 101628
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1443-4

the AUDUBON® collection

AUDUBON LITTLE
SHOREBIRDS MINI
CALENDAR

A

pair of Pied Stilts high-stepping
through the water. A Redcapped Plover on a windy sand dune.
And a Killdeer guarding an adorably
fuzzy chick. Returning for its second
season, Little Shorebirds celebrates
the diversity and beauty of the avian
species that make their homes along
the world’s coastal regions and
waterways. Each month features an
exquisite, full-color photograph
highlighting its subject in rich detail.
Captions describe voices and calls,
habitats, and ranges. Backed by the
expertise of the National Audubon Society,
it’s a tribute to amazing little birds in a
little calendar designed to fit in even the
smallest spaces—and the perfect gift for
birders and nature lovers. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

•A sellout success in its debut year
•A tribute to the diversity of
shorebirds and the fragile
ecosystems they inhabit

•Strikingly photographed, with

information on calls, habitats,
and range
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AUDUBON LITTLE
OWLS MINI
CALENDAR

A

surprised-looking Short-eared
Owl nestled in the snow. A pair
of young Great Horned Owls, feathers
just starting to come in. A Northern
Saw-whet Owl that appears to be more
head than body. And an aptly named
Little Owl peeking out of a hollow tree
trunk. From the National Audubon
Society, the organization synonymous
with birds, Little Owls features a year
of diminutive owls and owlets—
gorgeously photographed in their
native habitats—in the cute-enhancing
mini format. Accompanying each full-color
image is a detailed caption with
information about the species, including
scientific name, voice, habitat, and range.
It’s a charming gift for adults and children
alike who devour books and videos about
all things owl. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•Fifth sellout year in a row
•A new year of tiny owls, fluffy

and round, photographed in their
natural habitats

•Captions provide scientific name,
voice, habitat, and range

•Will delight owl-watchers of all ages
$8.99 US/$11.99 Can./£6.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1675-9 • No. 101675
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1451-9

$8.99 US/$11.99 Can./£6.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1626-1 • No. 101626
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1256-0
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WALL
CALENDARS

I

t’s the format you think of when you
hear the word “calendar,” yet this
collection is notable for taking that idea
to new levels with its diversity of

subject matter, expert authorship, exquisite
photography, unmatched production
standards—and track record of bestselling
success. Year after year, Workman wall
calendars lead the way as the best in the
business. And 2023 is no exception. There
are perennial favorites, like the 4.5-millioncopy bestselling Victoriana, the transporting
Out on the Porch, and the always
fresh, always funny Nuns Having

Fun. Plus a dozen new titles appealing
to a variety of interests, including
Rainbows from acclaimed artist
Ramzy Masri. A celebration of the
cottagecore lifestyle in Cottage Love.
The return of the iconic Mom’s Family
Calendar, now featuring relatable-toany-parent illustrations from Grace
Farris, a rising star in the parenting
world. And a brilliantly designed
calendar to keep families entertained
and on track (with the help of the Busytown
crew): Richard Scarry’s Big Busy Family.

WHERE THE CRAWDADS SING
CALENDAR
Delia Owens

W

here the Crawdads Sing, the 8.5-million-copy New York Times
bestselling book, is nothing less than a cultural phenomenon.
Which makes us so pleased to announce that the calendar based on
Delia Owens’s novel is back, capturing the book’s haunting southern
marshlands beautifully and indelibly with a year of gorgeous, fullcolor photographs—of herons and owls and a rushing stream at dusk,
the light of fireflies all around.
Accompanying the images are lyrical
quotes from the book: “Kya laid her hand
upon the breathing wet earth, and the marsh
became her mother.” It’s a gift for literature
buffs, nature lovers, and all the book’s
millions of fans. Printed on uncoated,
responsibly sourced paper.

•Blockbuster debut season
•Inspired by Delia Owens’s

internationally bestselling novel

•Features stunning full-color

photographs that immerse the
reader in the book’s setting,
plus descriptive captions and
excerpts from the novel

•Major motion picture slated

for June 2022 starring Daisy
Edgar-Jones

•The essential gift for any fan
$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout on uncoated
responsibly sourced stock; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1556-1 • No. 101556
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1244-7
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HEIRS: GENERATION NEXT
CALENDAR
Kahran and Regis Bethencourt
“Heirs embraces the idea that our children are descendants
of fierce kings and warrior queens, heirs to great
wealth, scholarship, and ingenuity.”
—Kahran and Regis Bethencourt

R

Stunning portraits of
children in poses and
clothing that represent
their area of focus

eturning after a sensational debut, Heirs is the calendar
from husband-and-wife photographers Kahran and
Regis Bethencourt, the team behind Atlanta’s CreativeSoul
Photography and authors of the bestselling 2020 book
GLORY: Magical Visions of Black Beauty. And while last
season, the photographers hearkened to the powerful
history of the African diaspora, now they turn to its radiant
future—through the lens of Afrofuturism, a philosophy and
cultural and artistic aesthetic that dares to envision future
worlds molded by and for Black experiences. But this isn’t
mere science fiction: The subjects of these portraits are
young, Black changemakers and activists already making
a difference in their communities in fields as diverse as
technology, education, sports, agriculture, and business.
The images, accompanied by information about each
changemaker, reflect the photographers’ passion for
truly inventive, visual storytelling and their belief in
children as heirs to the worlds of their ancestors and
creators of the worlds to come. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•From the trailblazing team behind CreativeSoul
Photography and authors/photographers
of GLORY and The Me I Choose to Be

•Breathtaking portraits that celebrate the
beauty and accomplishments of Black
children and culture and shine a light
on the brilliant promise of the future

•Showcases designs inspired by Afrofuturism,

a burgeoning genre and aesthetic popularized
by artists such as musician Sun Ra and
writer Octavia Butler and the blockbuster
film Black Panther

Informative
captions celebrate
each child's
impact on their
community

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1609-4 • No. 101609
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1364-2
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MOM’S FAMILY CALENDAR®
Grace Farris
“This mom is a doctor by day and hilarious cartoonist by night.
She basically has a doctorate in funny.”
—BuzzFeed

I

t’s the Mom’s Family Calendar that moms—and families—have
come to rely on, now with a new illustrator and new look. Grace
Farris, author of the upcoming Mom Milestones and a rising star in
the parenting space with tens of thousands of Instagram followers,
is an authority on funny. And as a mom of two who balances
parenthood with successful careers in both medicine and cartooning,
she’s also an authority on busy. Now, she brings her hilarious,
charming, and relatable-to-any-parent illustrations to the iconic
Mom’s Family Calendar. The 17-month calendar-meets-planner
features ingeniously designed oversize grids with five columns
across the top (one for each family member) and the days of the
month running down the left-hand side. There’s plenty of space for
writing in everyone’s appointments, Zoom meetings, and other
reminders. Includes a drop-down storage pocket and two sheets of
stickers. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•The indispensable Mom’s Family wall
Funny cartoons perfectly
capture life with kids

calendar, now featuring instantly
relatable illustrations by Grace Farris—
doctor, cartoonist, mother of two sons,
and author of Mom Milestones

•Signature oversize grids, two sheets of
stickers, and drop-down pocket

•Check Grace out on Instagram
@coupdegracefarris

•Full 17-month calendar
Custom-designed stickers

The parenting book
every mom needs!

Drop-down storage pocket
with mini reference grids
MOM'S FAMILY CALENDAR is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; drop-down storage pocket;
two sheets of full-color stickers; 34 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1771-8 • No. 101771
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0820-4
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-1147-1
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RICHARD SCARRY’S
BIG BUSY FAMILY CALENDAR

A

nnouncing the big, busy calendar for every big, busy
family. (Or small one!) And look who it features: Richard
Scarry, one of the most beloved children’s authors ever with
more than 160 million books sold. Treasured for 60 years,
Richard Scarry’s whimsical drawings and distinctive characters
are instantly recognizable across generations. Wherever you
hang the Big Busy Family Calendar, Huckle Cat, Lowly Worm,
and the rest of the Busytown gang will delight children and
invoke nostalgia in adults. Running a full 17 months, the
calendar features ingeniously designed grids with plenty of
room for writing down each family member’s daily activities.
And we know how busy weekends can get—which is why you’ll
find extra space for Saturday and Sunday. No confusion, no
missed appointments. Just easy organization combined with
classic Richard Scarry illustrations. Includes full-color stickers
and a drop-down storage pocket for receipts and other papers.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

Extra-roomy weekend space
makes family scheduling easy

•Richard Scarry is one of the world’s
most-loved children’s authors and
a globally recognized brand with
cross-generational appeal

•Grid design features extra writing

space on weekends, when families
are busiest

•Includes drop-down pocket and
full-color stickers

•Full 17-month calendar
Fun stickers
to decorate
and mark
events

Drop-down pocket with
mini reference grids

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; drop-down storage
pocket; full-color stickers; 34 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1757-2 • No. 101757
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped

All RICHARD SCARRY® characters and trademarks are the intellectual property of The Richard Scarry Corporation AG. © 2022 The Richard Scarry Corporation AG.
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THE BEGINNING IS NOW CALENDAR
Lisa Congdon

T

he inimitable Lisa Congdon is a self-proclaimed joymonger, activist,
goofball, and acclaimed artist with a large social media following and
popular podcast, and has authored many books on inspiration, creativity,
inclusivity, and other topics. And now, a calendar—a colorfully upbeat year
delivering art and purpose. Each month, this calendar
features one of Congdon’s signature bright and bold
illustrations, along with an exquisitely hand-lettered
phrase tied into imagination, self-expression, and selfidentity, taken from prominent themes in her work. From
Always Be a Beginner to You be you. I’ll be me, these are
words to motivate and offer perspective with every glance.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

A colorfully upbeat year
delivering art and smart
advice

Monthly themes include
imagination, identity,
and self-expression

•From bestselling author, artist, and illustrator
Lisa Congdon

•Twelve all-new pieces of art featuring

inspiration from the author’s popular Instagram,
with 450,000+ followers

•Bold, colorful illustrations married to smart,
creative, down-to-earth advice

•It’s motivation, it’s art, it’s daily organization
•For grads, inspiration-seekers, and Congdon’s
legions of fans

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:
The Beginning Is Now:
A Magnetic Monthly Calendar
(see page 56)

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1748-0 • No. 101748
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
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THE PULP GIRLS’
HOUSE OF ZODIAC
CALENDAR

Ramzy Masri

I

ntroducing an inspiring and
instantly uplifting new calendar
from artist and Instagram star Ramzy
Masri. Reflecting their mantra that
“Every Day Is a Pride March,” the
calendar features photographs
brilliantly infused with the colors of
the LGBTQIA+ flag. A continuation
of the legacy of original Pride flag
designer Gilbert Baker, Masri’s
visually captivating art is a way to
honor the spectrum of human gender
and sexuality. The artist says: “This
struggle isn’t just in June; it is every
single day when we look in the mirror
and recognize that we are whole and
perfect exactly the way we are.”
Gorgeous cats with rainbow-hued fur.
A vast Nebraska landscape turned
into a vibrant patchwork of color. And the Statue of Liberty given a
sparkling makeover. It’s a gift of beauty, authenticity, and joy. Printed
on responsibly sourced paper.

•A joyful new calendar that honors the rainbow of gender
and sexuality and the power of being true to your
authentic self

•From Ramzy Masri, whose popular Instagram
@space.ram has 145,000 followers

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1755-8 • No. 101755
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped

W

ith more than 290,000
Instagram followers, the Pulp
Girls is a collective of two sisters
whose distinctive, dreamy art
showcases astrology as a tool for
inner awareness and self-reflection.
Each month of the Pulp Girls’
House of Zodiac calendar highlights
its corresponding zodiac sign,
embodied by a colorful, pop-inspired
portrait of a relatable girl in her selfexpressed environment. Additional
illustrations are sprinkled throughout
the grid below, along with important
astrological dates including eclipses
and moon phases, and sidebars that
highlight fun and fascinating details
about the signs and their associated
symbols. It’s inspiration and empowerment through the lens of art and
astrology—and a fantastic gift for the legions of Pulp Girls fans.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Right on trend: a confidence-boosting calendar through
the lens of astrology and art

•From the sister team behind @thepulpgirls, with
290,000 followers on Instagram

•For anyone who values astrology for both its

entertainment value and as a tool for self-reflection
$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1806-7 • No. 101806
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
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STOREY
CALENDARS

A

vibrant Workman imprint since
2000, Storey Publishing is a
trusted authority on gardening,
home reference, cooking,

nature, animal husbandry, homesteading,
mind/body/spirit, and more. Now they’re
translating their expertise to the calendar
world: Announcing Storey wall calendars,
conceived, designed, written, and edited to
expand the company’s mission to offer
products that encourage personal
independence in harmony with
the environment. Launching the
program are three titles, each
based on a bestselling Storey
book: There’s How to Speak
Chicken, a delight for anyone
who wants to become one with
their backyard flock. The YearRound Vegetable Gardener,
from gardener extraordinaire
Niki Jabbour. And Maia Toll’s
Wild Wisdom, a
celebration of

MAIA TOLL’S WILD WISDOM
CALENDAR
Illustrated by Kate O’Hara

C

ultivate the sacred in every day. Based on the bestselling book
series by Maia Toll—writer, leader of the annual Witch Camp
retreat, and co-owner of Herbiary in Asheville, North Carolina—
Maia Toll’s Wild Wisdom reflects the author’s belief in the power of
plants, animals, and minerals in helping us understand and direct our
own lives. Each month encourages developing a
personalized spiritual practice tied to the seasons.
Where does your mind go between waking and
sleep? Allow yourself to journey to your place of
Dreaming. Learn about important crystals—the
Moonstone is a reminder that the night and the
moon are just as meaningful as the day and the sun.
Beautifully intricate illustrations by Kate O’Hara
illuminate the symbolic richness of the text. Printed
on responsibly sourced paper.

•Adapted from Maia Toll’s Wild Wisdom
Companion

•An art-filled exploration of the symbolism
of plants, animals, and crystals with
ritualistic practices from each season

•Features lush art by Kate O’Hara
•For devotees of
tarot, witchcraft,
and mysticism

•A Storey calendar

the natural world
with original illustrations
by Kate O’Hara.

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1693-3 • No. 101693
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Book ISBN: 978-1-63586-129-7
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THE YEAR-ROUND VEGETABLE
GARDENER CALENDAR
Niki Jabbour

I

t’s the calendar that offers the two things every home
gardener wants: the inspiration of exquisite photography and
the help of proven advice. Now, vegetable gardening authority
Niki Jabbour—award-winning author of books including The
Year-Round Vegetable Gardener and Growing Under Cover,
host of The Weekend Gardener radio show, and writer for Fine
Gardening and Garden Making, among other publications—
brings her expertise to a gorgeous wall calendar. The many
uses of grow lights, from starting seedlings to keeping
succession crops rolling along. The benefits of cold frames
and how to build one. Plus creating your garden wish list,
feasting on your bounty, and dreaming big for your future
garden. For growers in every region and climate, it’s an
unforgettable celebration of the land and the seasons. Printed
on responsibly sourced paper.

•Light-filled photography alongside richly detailed
text by Niki Jabbour, author of The Year-Round
Vegetable Gardener with 125,000 copies in print

•A dozen gorgeous and seasonal vegetable
Like
radishes?
Try these
varieties!

profiles paired with inventive techniques and
practical advice

•For gardeners, members of CSAs—and anyone
who loves a farmers market

•A Storey calendar

Make every month a
vegetable-gardening
month

The award-winning
bestseller

Text discusses cold
frames, grow lights,
shade cloths, and more

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1694-0 • No. 101694
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Book ISBN: 978-1-60342-568-1
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HOW TO SPEAK CHICKEN
CALENDAR
Melissa Caughey

I

ntroducing a lively new calendar adapted from Melissa
Caughey’s bestselling book How to Speak Chicken, with
150,000 copies in print. As more people discover the joys of
keeping chickens, they are also realizing that those clucks,
clicks, and peeps have meaning. This calendar features
gorgeous, full-color chicken photographs accompanied by
fascinating chicken facts and advice for learning how to
communicate with your own flock. Did you know baby chicks
start making clicking sounds 24 hours before hatching? These
inform the mama hen how long to stay on the nest and how
many babies to expect. Bring a chair or stool out to your flock
and take time to sit with them daily—by paying attention and
observing their interactions, you’ll learn to communicate better.
For anyone who loves chickens, How to Speak Chicken is a
delightful gift. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•An irresistible new calendar based on the

bestselling book with 150,000 copies in print

•Filled with informative sidebars, spot-on advice,
fun facts, and delightful photographs

•The ideal gift for chicken enthusiasts
•A Storey calendar
Chickens speak
volumes if you
know how to
listen!

Firsthand insights into
chicken behaviors, social
structure, and flock etiquette

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1692-6 • No. 101692
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Book ISBN: 978-1-61212-911-2
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FANTASTIC FUNGI CALENDAR
Photography by Louie Schwartzberg

A showcase of
fungi’s unique
beauty and vast
untapped potential

N

either plant nor animal, fungi inhabit a kingdom all their own.
They are surprising and wildly diverse, ranging from the button
mushrooms at your local supermarket, to yeasts, to shockingly
colorful specimens that look like they could be from another
planet—and they’re enjoying a moment, thanks to the hit
documentary by director and cinematographer Louie Schwartzberg.
Introducing Fantastic Fungi, a brand-new calendar inspired by the
film that celebrates fungi in all its forms. Each month features a
gorgeous, full-color photograph showcasing a fungus species in its
natural habitat. The Fly Agaric, with its bright red cap and white
spots. The otherworldly Ghost mushroom, which glows with its own
light from within. And the Yellow Stagshorn, resembling a sea
anemone emerging from the forest floor. Detailed captions describing
the species and its habitat accompany each image. It’s the perfect gift
for foragers, nature lovers, and mycologists—armchair and otherwise.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•“Mushrooms are the new superheroes.”
—Robert Abele, the Los Angeles Times

•A stunning calendar inspired by Louie
Schwartzberg’s hit documentary film

•For mycologists, artists, foodies, ecologists,
doctors, explorers, and anyone interested
in the planet’s well-being

Spectacular
photographs and
authoritative text

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1721-3 • No. 101721
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
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Lush photographs and
quotes for reflection

COTTAGE LOVE: A YEAR OF ESCAPE
IN THE COUNTRYSIDE CALENDAR
“Cottagecore [is] the trend that’s all about gardening, decor,
baking, and DIY everything.”—HuffPost

C

haracterized by pastoral countryside scenes, old-fashioned floral
textiles, and a return to traditional crafts and skills, cottagecore
is the aesthetic that took off during the pandemic, showing up in
social media with millions of posts, and it continues to inspire a
growing legion of fans. And why not? It provides the beautiful
fantasy of an escape to a simpler way of life—no matter where you
live. The Cottage Love calendar celebrates these ideals with a year of
gorgeous, full-color photographs. A quaint thatch-roofed cottage next
to a flower-lined canal. A table set for a leisurely lunch in the garden.
Nature-themed quotes enhance the romance and sense of wonder: “I
had not thought of violets of late, the wild, shy kind that spring
beneath your feet, in wistful April days.”—Alice Moore DunbarNelson. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•A beautiful new calendar inspired by traditional

countryside style, romance, nostalgia, coziness at
home, and harmony with nature

•Twelve transporting photographs accompanied by
evocative quotes

•More than 2.5 million #cottagecore
posts on Instagram alone

•An escape to a simpler life with
every glance

Beautiful and
decorative
inspiration
every month

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1713-8 • No. 101713
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
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THE WORLD OF
JOHN DERIAN
CALENDAR

I

ntroducing a fantastic new gift for
art lovers and fans of artist and
designer John Derian, whose New
York Times bestseller John Derian
Picture Book was named one of the
best gift books of the year by
Entertainment Weekly, InStyle,
House Beautiful, T: The New York
Times Style Magazine, and a host of
other publications. By using and
transforming printed images from
the past, Derian transports viewers
to another world through his iconic
use of decoupage, creating
delightful objects that are
handmade in his New York City
studio and sold at upscale retail
outlets across the globe. This
calendar showcases a dozen of his most gorgeous and evocative
images for a year of beauty, mystery, and inspiration. Printed on
uncoated, responsibly sourced paper.
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NATHALIE LÉTÉ’S
WOODLAND
DREAMS
CALENDAR

P

aris-based Nathalie Lété is the
rare artist whose work is so
distinctive and appealing that she
has become a global brand. She’s
created designs for brands
worldwide, including housewares
for Anthropologie and textiles for
Issey Miyake. She’s also the author
of In the Garden of My Dreams
and creator of a series of whimsical
jigsaw puzzles for Artisan.
Woodland Dreams is a brand-new
calendar that will appeal to her
legions of established fans and win
new admirers, too, with its nature
themes rendered in her unique popmeets-folk-art style. Each month is
a bold painting featuring delightful woodland creatures and brightly
colored flora. For art lovers and nature lovers, this is a treasured gift.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Fine-etched, hand-colored works of art that are like

•An elegant, artful year from the author of

•A year of visual delights adapted from the astonishing

•Lété’s enchanting designs appear on product

•Gorgeous images paired with elegant calendaria

•For nature lovers and Lété’s legions of fans

hidden treasures: beautiful, funny, folksy, charming
John Derian Picture Book

9

781523 516339

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color images throughout on uncoated
responsibly sourced stock; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1633-9 • No. 101633
Shrink-wrapped
John Derian Picture Book ISBN: 978-1-57965-647-8
John Derian Sticker Book ISBN: 978-1-64829-101-2

In the Garden of My Dreams

collaborations with retailers worldwide

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1634-6 • No. 101634
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Book ISBN: 978-1-57965-721-5
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CHONKERS CALENDAR

W

hat, you may ask, is a “chonker”? Well, if you’re one of the
few who hasn’t seen the memes, hashtags, photos, or “Heckin’
Chonker” t-shirts and other goodies, it’s a cat that’s a tad on the
chunky side, to put it politely. A cat that truly enjoys its leisure, its
overly indulgent pet parents, and, most of all, a
full dinner bowl (perhaps multiple times a day).
So with great fanfare we’re announcing
Chonkers, a new title joining our lineup of
superstar cat calendars, including Bad Cat, 365
Kittens-A-Year, and 365 Cats—our top-selling
calendar year after year. In it you’ll meet a year of
irresistibly and adorably plus-size goofy cats, like
the chunky gray fellow becoming one with a
purple couch or that fluffy long-haired diva
splayed out on the carpet without a care in the
world (and virtually no discernible boundary
between body, fur, and rug). Along with each
kitty is a thought bubble expressing just what it
may be thinking: “Time you enjoy wasting is not
wasted time.”—Marthe Troly-Curtin. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

A year of cats
living large

•Pure entertainment for cat

people—irresistible photos of
snozzy, chonky floofers paired
with relaxation-themed quotes

•A new humor gift for cat lovers

or anyone who appreciates a life
of leisure

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1813-5 • No. 101813
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
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THE SECRET LIFE
OF SQUIRRELS
MINI CALENDAR
Nancy Rose

I

o unique, so irresistible! And utterly,
nuttily delightful! Photographer Nancy
Rose handcrafts intricately detailed miniature
domestic scenes, which she places on her back
deck. Enticed by strategically positioned
peanuts, curious squirrels become unwitting
subjects in her charming portraits. A pair of
squirrels share a romantic meal by candlelight.
An entrepreneurial squirrel sets up a lemonade
stand. And a squirrel spends a day building
sandcastles on the beach. The quirky and
adorable images are accompanied by captions
that enhance the joy. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

t’s a winning combination:
mini domestic vignettes in a
mini calendar perfect for
hanging in small spaces.
Returning after a successful
debut season, The Secret Life of
Squirrels mini calendar is based
on Nancy Rose’s popular book
series, featuring local wild
squirrels interacting with
meticulously handcrafted scenes.
Little Rosie shops for school
supplies. Oakley chats with a
friend at the park. And Captain
Peanuts gets ready to take his
rowboat out for a ride. Each
image is accompanied by a
caption that enhances the
cuteness. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•Created and photographed by Nancy

•Returning for a second

THE SECRET LIFE OF
SQUIRRELS CALENDAR
Nancy Rose

S

Rose, author of Oakley the Squirrel:
The Search for Z and the Secret Life
of Squirrels book series

•Portraits of wild squirrels interacting
with handcrafted domestic scenes

•Sweet captions and colorful illustrations

irresistible year

•A delightfully nutty

animal lovers’ gift in a
compact format that fits
almost anywhere

enhance the lovable images

•Sure to delight the whole family
•secretlifeofsquirrels.com
$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs and illustrations
throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1604-9 • No. 101604
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1217-1
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-1041-2

$8.99 US/$11.99 Can./£6.99 UK
Full-color photographs and illustrations
throughout; 28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1605-6 • No. 101605
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1253-9
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-1041-2
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PLANT LADY CALENDAR
Isabel Serna

F

rom Isabel Serna, author and illustrator of the
charming Crazy Plant Lady book and puzzle,
comes a calendar for anyone who proudly flaunts the
title of “plant lady”—now in full, 12" × 12" size!
Each month features a whimsical full-color
illustration that all plant moms will relate to, with
hand-lettered mantras: “Plant care is self-care.”
“Friends don’t let friends shop for plants alone.”
“I’d rather be with my plants.” And accompanying
an illustration of a woman on her laptop surrounded
by plants: “Best coworkers ever!” Hang it by your
favorite greenery or in any space that could use an
extra dose of plant power. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•Now in the 12" × 12" wall format!
•Millions of plant-themed posts on
social media

The cutest way to
bring a little green
into your day

Upbeat illustrations
celebrate the plant
lady lifestyle

•Inspired by the book, with trendy,
colorful art throughout

•Hang it next to your plants

The joy that
keeps growing!

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1631-5 • No. 101631
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0537-1
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THE KID’S
AWESOME
ACTIVITY
CALENDAR
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MAGICAL ACTIVITY
CALENDAR!
Eunice Moyle and Sabrina Moyle

I

Mike Lowery

I

t’s the beloved bestselling
calendar that’s like a playground
for kids’ imaginations. Packed with
month after month of art, games,
and interactive fun, The Kid’s
Awesome Activity Calendar gets
creativity flowing in a totally
unplugged, totally wholesome way.
Each spread features lively
seasonally themed illustrations and
activities. In June, find your way
down a winding river. In October,
create your very own monster truck.
And decorate a magical forest in
December! Included are more than 300 colorful stickers for marking
events and decorating calendar pages. Printed on uncoated,
responsibly sourced paper.

t’s a year of unicorns, hearts, stars,
and pure interactive fun! Eunice
Moyle and Sabrina Moyle capture
kids’ imaginations with extravibrant five-color illustrations,
hand-drawn grids packed with fun
holidays (September 19: Talk Like a
Pirate Day), lively activities, and
prompts to inspire creativity. Solve
the maze to see which snail wins the
race. Draw the special guest who’s
coming to the ice cream ball. An
enchanting gift for kids ages 8 and
up—or anyone—the calendar
includes a colorful centerfold poster
and 300+ stickers. Printed on
uncoated, responsibly sourced paper.

•From the sister team behind the

award-winning studio Hello!Lucky

•Terrifically fun—twelve seasonally

•Twelve interactive scenes with

•Includes 300+ stickers
•As much fun for parents as

•Includes 300+ stickers and a poster
•As fun for kids as it is for teens (and

themed scenes packed with quirky
prompts, games, and crafts

it is for children ages 8+

activities, jokes, puzzles, and
prompts to inspire creativity

adults) craving a little magic

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout on
uncoated responsibly sourced stock;
full-color stickers; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1621-6 • No. 101621
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1252-2
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-8718-9

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated
responsibly sourced stock; full-color stickers;
12" × 24" poster; 28 pages; 12" x 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1643-8 • No. 101643
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1340-6
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A GRATEFUL DAY CALENDAR
Brother David Steindl-Rast

B

rother David Steindl-Rast is a Benedictine
monk, teacher, and prolific author beloved
around the world. Born in Austria, where he lived his
teen years under Nazi occupation, Brother David has
dedicated his life to monastic training, studies in
philosophy and theology, and building bridges
between religious traditions. His TED Talk on the
subject of gratitude has been viewed millions of
times, and his poem A Grateful Day is widely shared
online and is the subject of several short films. This
new wall calendar features a quote from the poem
each month (“If you learn to respond as if it were the
first day of your life, and the very last day, then you
will have spent this day very well”), along with more
words of wisdom about gratitude from Brother
David (“Can you be grateful for everything? No. . . .
But within every moment there is an opportunity to
be grateful for something”), accompanied by
beautiful images that stir gratitude for the blessing of
life and the everyday wonder and beauty of nature.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

Gorgeous images that stir
gratitude

•Brother David Steindl-Rast is a

Benedictine monk, teacher, author, and
TED Talk superstar beloved worldwide

•This beautiful and inspirational calendar

pairs Brother David’s uplifting poem—the
internet phenomenon A Grateful Day—
with stunning images

•A gift of peace and gratitude for yourself
or someone you love

Adapted from the
world-famous poem that
inspired millions

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1622-3 • No. 101622
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
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A CALENDAR OF
CALM

SECRET GARDEN
CALENDAR

Photographs by Ana Marques

Text by Deborah Bishop

I

I

•A sellout success in its debut year
•Pastel-hued nature photographs, meditations, and

•Workman’s #2 selling wall calendar, with 1.2 million

t’s a full year of serenity.
Showcasing the breathtaking
and dreamlike compositions of
photographer Ana Marques,
A Calendar of Calm takes you
away from the stress of daily life
to a place where you can breathe
freely and find your inner calm.
Featuring minimalist imagery
awash in soft yet vibrant pastel
colors, these images—a craggy
canyon shrouded in mist, a
gorgeous beach at sunset—
encourage contemplation and
peace. Accompanying the
photographs are meditations and
quotes: “You are not a drop in the
ocean. You are the entire ocean in a drop.”—Rumi. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

quotes that inspire peace of mind

•From Portuguese photographer Ana Marques
•A gift of joy for seekers of a tranquil life

t’s the beloved and bestselling
calendar—now with more than 1.2
million copies in print—that’s a
tribute to the beauty of the garden
and the power of sanctuary. Each
month, escape to a verdant retreat
composed of lush greenery, colorful
blooms, and softly dappled sunlight.
A wooden bench in a serene
Japanese garden is an invitation to
sit and meditate. A charming cactus
garden brings a breath of life to the
desert. And an arch crowned with
rambling roses leads to a stunning
English garden. Imbued with
mystery and removed from the
bustle of the outside world, these
secret gardens offer wonder with every glance. Detailed captions and
garden-themed quotes enhance the exquisite, full-color photographs.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

copies in print

•The meditative calendar that unites the gardener’s
mind, body, spirit, and schedule

•Richly photographed, with evocative text by acclaimed
garden writer Deborah Bishop

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1582-0 • No. 101582
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1390-1

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1655-1 • No. 101655
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1268-3
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THE BEGINNING IS NOW:
A MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDAR

GO WITH THE FLOW:
A MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDAR

Lisa Congdon

Irene Smit and Astrid van der Hulst
A Flow® Calendar

G

et inspired and stay energized with every glance. Introducing a
brand-new magnetic monthly calendar from artist and activist
Lisa Congdon, whose upbeat art has garnered a large and loyal
following on Instagram and other platforms. This compact, practical
calendar features a hardworking design for maximum organizational
power, plus a magnetic backer that
makes it perfect for a fridge, filing
cabinet, or locker. The handlettered phrases and colorful
patterns keep you motivated
throughout the day, from Every
mistake is progress to You are the
boss of your life. And pages tear off
at the end of each month for an
easy transition. Printed on
uncoated, responsibly sourced
paper.

•The compact padded

monthly tear-off calendar
that combines Lisa
Congdon’s vibrant
illustrations with practical
organization

•

Twelve write-in grids and
fridge-friendly magnetic backer

I

nspiring and delightful with
every glance! Go with the
Flow is the bestselling calendar
that combines whimsical
illustrations, a hardworking
format that keeps you organized
and on track throughout the
year, and words to uplift and
motivate: from Reflect the
season’s mood; find fresh
perspectives to How free it can
feel to just see what happens.
The calendar is designed for
compact spaces like lockers,
refrigerators, and cubicles, and
the magnetic backer makes it
easy to hang. Plus the pages are
tear-off, so just remove them at
the end of each month. It’s a gift
of beauty and mindfulness, for yourself or a friend. Printed on
uncoated, responsibly sourced paper.

•Fourth sellout year in a row
•Our popular magnetic, tear-off format with fresh
designs by Claire van Heukelom

•Perfect for keeping track of busy schedules, with plenty
of space to write daily engagements and notes

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: The Beginning Is Now
Wall Calendar (see page 42)

$11.99 US/$15.99 Can./£9.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated
responsibly sourced stock; magnetic backer;
13 pages; 9½" × 8¼" padded format
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1814-2 • No. 101814
Shrink-wrapped
FLOW is a registered trademark of DPG Media Magazines B.V.

•Magnetic backer makes hanging simple
$11.99 US/$15.99 Can./£9.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated
responsibly sourced stock; magnetic backer;
13 pages; 9½” × 8¼” padded format
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1674-2 • No. 101674
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1333-8
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EVERYDAY GRATITUDE:
A MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDAR
A Network for Grateful Living

F

irst do it: Pause, take stock, and
find reasons big and small to be
grateful. Then feel it: the sense of
peace and deep satisfaction. Based
on the book Everyday Gratitude by
A Network for Grateful Living—a
global organization that promotes
mindful gratitude—here are
inspirational quotes, thoughtful
prompts, and gratefulness practices:
“Look up. What surfaces for you
with this shift in perspective?” The
calendar is padded, so you don’t have
to flip the pages—just tear them off.
And its small size and magnetic
backing make it perfect for hanging
wherever you could use a grateful
reminder: in a cubicle, on the fridge,
in a locker. “Taking in the good, whenever and wherever we find it,
gives us new eyes for seeing and living.” —Krista Tippett. Printed on
uncoated, responsibly sourced paper.

•Inspired by the book Everyday Gratitude by A Network
for Grateful Living

•Practical organization and mindful gratitude
•It’s magnetic—perfect for the
fridge, or hang it on the wall

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: A Year of Gratitude
Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 11)
$11.99 US/$15.99 Can./£9.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated
responsibly sourced stock; magnetic backer;
13 pages; 9½" × 8¼" padded format
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1636-0 • No. 101636
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1445-8
Book ISBN: 978-1-63586-046-7

Weekly
market lists

THE KITCHEN COMPANION
PAGE-A-WEEK® CALENDAR
Illustrated by Holly Jolley

Charming
illustrations

P

art planner, part sous
chef, part cheerful
assistant, The Kitchen
Companion is the ultrahandy calendar that earns
its place in the kitchen.
The weekly grids are laid
out like a planner, with
plenty of space for
writing in each family
member’s appointments
or other notes and reminders. On the right-hand side is a
Smart
market list to fill out over the course of the week and tear off
kitchen
when it’s time to go shopping. And each page features a handy tips
kitchen tip or recipe—like how to spice up your morning java
or make an easy two-ingredient pizza dough. The calendar is padded,
so just tear off each page at the end of the week. And the sturdy
backing and wide magnetic strip make it perfect for placing on the
fridge, in easy reach of every member of the household. Printed on
uncoated, responsibly sourced paper.

•Keep the family stylishly organized, week by week
•Easy-to-use layout with plenty of space for
appointments

•Includes clever kitchen tips plus weekly market lists
•Magnetic backer for the fridge, or hang it on the wall
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated
responsibly sourced stock; market lists;
54 pages; magnetic backer; 11½" × 8½"
padded format with weekly tear-off pages
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1719-0 • No. 101719
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1259-1

EVERYDAY GRATITUDE Calendar copyright © A Network for Grateful Living. PAGE-A-WEEK is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
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THE COLLECTIBLE
TEAPOT CALENDAR
Photographs by Evi Abeler
Text by Shax Riegler

G

athering for afternoon tea is a
respite, a ritual, and a true
delight for all who partake. This
perennially beloved calendar, now
with more than one million copies
sold, is a tribute to the tradition and
the exquisite teapots at its center.
Each month features a beautifully
arranged tea table spread with dainty,
delicious treats and a tea set perfect
for the occasion. A Valentine’s Day
tea features a romantic bouquet and a
gilded teapot adorned with pink roses.
A tea set painted with lemons sets a
sunny mood for a springtime
interlude. And a gorgeous coral-themed stoneware teapot is ideal for
summers at the shore. The photographs are accompanied by detailed
captions about the featured tea sets, plus fascinating history and lore.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•More than a million copies sold lifetime
•Pure dazzle: a year of truly beautiful photographs
of teapots rare and remarkable

•Includes tidbits of tea history and lore by
Shax Riegler, author of Dishes

•A tea obsessive’s dream come true
$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1623-0 • No. 101623
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1251-5

CYNTHIA HART’S
VICTORIANA
CALENDAR

W

ith more than 4.5 million
copies sold, this is the
calendar that showcases the artistry
of Cynthia Hart. Each lavish spread
features one of her signature
collages layering delicate antique
paper ephemera, sumptuous ribbons
and lace, vintage jewelry, and lush
flowers that feel just plucked from
the garden. The result is a fresh yet
nostalgic visual delight. April’s
rabbits herald springtime. May
conjures up a dreamy afternoon whiled away in a garden abloom with
lilacs and pansies. And for December, here comes jolly old St. Nick
to ring in the holiday season. The calendar is packaged in a full-color
gift envelope with four die-cut postcards and a full-year desktop
calendar. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•More than 4.5 million copies sold
•Includes 4 die-cut postcards and
a desktop calendar; packaged in
a gift envelope

•A perfect gift for the modern-day

lover of Victorian homes and
images, scrapbooker, or aesthete

Bonus gift collection

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color images throughout; 4 die-cut postcards;
desktop easel calendar; full-color gift envelope;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1467-0 • No. 101467
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1137-2
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OUT ON THE
PORCH CALENDAR

ROSEMARY GLADSTAR’S HERBS
CALENDAR

T

Photographs by Randazzo & Blau

his is the beloved calendar—
now with more than 1.6
million copies sold—that delivers
a year of scenic views and the
promise of porch pleasures:
drinking perfectly chilled glasses
of iced tea, passing the time in a
favorite rocker, getting lost in a
book or deep conversation. A
sunny wooden porch painted in
pale yellow, green, and red. A
lakeside porch that practically
extends over the water. A rustic
stone porch with columns and
potted ferns. And an illuminated
covered patio set for an elegant
dinner party. Accompanying the
transporting photographs are
porch-themed passages from
literature. It’s a gift of pure serenity
and an escape with every glance. Sit, feel the breeze, stay awhile.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•More than 1.6 million copies sold
•A year of front-row seats to fabulous views
•Transporting photographs are accompanied by porchthemed quotes from literature

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1656-8 • No. 101656
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1267-6

F

rom renowned herbalist
Rosemary Gladstar, it’s a
yearlong celebration of herbs and all
the ways they enhance our lives—
from the beauty they bring to the
garden to their distinctive flavors and
fragrances to their role in promoting
health and well-being. There’s
Angelica, boasting antibacterial,
antiviral, and anti-inflammatory
properties and a delicious addition to
fruit salads, stews, soups, and other
dishes. Flavorful and healthful sage
and thyme, which can be combined
with honey into a soothing syrup for
coughs and colds. And ginkgo biloba,
long prized by the Chinese for its
medicinal properties. Each month
features gorgeous, full-color
photographs accompanied by recipes
and text detailing the herb’s history, uses, and other fascinating
information. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Celebrates the utility of herbs through stunning

photographs and substantive text by Rosemary Gladstar

•Includes recipes for healing remedies
•Pure joy for gardeners and herbalists
$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1651-3 • No. 101651
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1354-3
Medicinal Herbs ISBN: 978-1-61212-005-8
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THE ORIGINAL
SLOTHS MINI
CALENDAR
Lucy Cooke

W

•Workman’s top-selling wall calendar
•An irresistible gift of mindfulness from

ith their abundant fur,
inscrutable
expressions, and slow-going
ways, sloths are cuteness
personified. And when you
pair them with the charming
mini calendar format, it’s just
over-the-top adorable! The
Sloths mini calendar
showcases these sweet
creatures in full color and
wonderful detail. Here are
sloths nonchalantly nibbling
hibiscus and jasmine flowers.
Sloths peeking around trees.
Sloths cuddling with their
buddies. And lots of sloths—
literally—hanging around
upside down. Plus fascinating
sloth facts: Did you know
sloths have two extra
vertebrae in their necks? This
allows them to rotate their
heads 270 degrees and graze
without moving their bodies.
Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•Heart-tugging images of sloths accompanied

•Smaller installment of

•From Lucy Cooke, author of

•Great animal lovers’ gift in a compact size

THE ORIGINAL SLOTHS
CALENDAR
Lucy Cooke

H

ow telling that in this evermore busy day
and age, our most popular wall calendar
celebrates life in the slow lane. From
photographer, zoologist, and sloth lover Lucy
Cooke, here is another year of the irresistible
residents of sloth sanctuaries in Costa Rica
doing what they do best: sleeping, cuddling
with their friends, nibbling hibiscus flowers,
and literally just hanging around. The
photographs are accompanied by captions and
fascinating facts about sloths: Did you know
that if two males encounter each other in
nature, they will fight by exchanging (very
slow) swipes? With their sly smiles, gentle
expressions, and unhurried way of life, it’s
no wonder sloths—and The Original Sloths
calendar—are so beloved. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

the ultimate experts at slowing down
by captions and fun facts
Life in the Sloth Lane

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1612-4 • No. 101612
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1214-0
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-9322-7

the hit wall calendar
that fits anywhere

$8.99 US/$11.99 Can./£6.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1613-1 • No. 101613
Responsibly sourced paper
Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1213-3
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CATS ON CATNIP
CALENDAR

BAD CAT®
CALENDAR

Andrew Marttila

S

I

t’s like every day is “4/20” in this
celebration of cats who’ve gotten
into the good stuff. Based on
photographer Andrew Marttila’s
hilarious book and Instagram
account, Cats on Catnip features a
year of kitties living high and loving
it. A shorthaired calico looking more
than a little dazed and confused. A
ginger cat intent on protecting her
stash. A charming tortoiseshell with
a glassy stare and catnip-covered
nose. And a black-and-white guy
taking the edge off with a full-body
roll in the herb. The beautiful, fullcolor photographs are rich in detail
and showcase a funny, goofy, and
altogether unexpected side of the normally dignified cats who grace
our lives. It’s a gift that will make every cat lover purr with joy.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

ure, some cats are cute and
cuddly. But these cats . . . not
so much. Based on the hilarious #1
New York Times bestselling book,
this is the perennially popular
calendar that celebrates the bad
boys and girls of the feline world.
Here are hundreds of ways that
cats can go rogue. Cats hiding in
the liquor cabinet. Cats leading the
family dog astray. Cats lurking by
the Christmas tree, lying in wait
for Santa. Plus Who’s Who in Bad
Cats, Bad Cat Couplets, and Bad
Cat Early Warning Signs: Cat
steals car seat, banishing infant to
trunk. How did they go so wrong?
Printed on responsibly sourced
paper.

•Looking to party? A year of cats living the high life and

•Sales up and a sellout
•Hundreds of hilarious photos celebrating

•Adapted from Andrew Marttila’s hysterical book

•Bad Cat contest: pageaday.com/contests

feeling niiiiice

and viral Instagram account (with more than 555K
followers)

•

An irresistible gift for cat fans
$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1566-0 • No. 101566
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1278-2

the misfits of the feline world

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Bad Cat ®
Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 27)

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1619-3 • No. 101619
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1311-6
BAD CAT is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
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THE ORIGINAL
POCKET PIGS
CALENDAR

UNLIKELY
FRIENDSHIPS®
CALENDAR

Photographs by Richard
Austin

Jennifer S. Holland

T

hey may be tiny, but these
little piggies really know
how to put on the charm. The
perennially popular Pocket Pigs
calendar features a year of
adorable photographs starring
the famous teacup pigs of
Pennywell Farm. A spotted pig
in a bowler hat—and we mean in
a bowler hat, not wearing it! A
lively quartet of pigs tinkling
away on a baby grand. A pig
snug in her tent, ready to enjoy a
night of camping under the stars.
Plus a pig in a tutu, a pig in a
sporty race car, and a pig going
up, up, and away in a tiny hot air
balloon. Each full-color portrait
is enhanced by a caption that captures the spirit of its chubby and
charismatic subject. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Another sellout year
•A sentimental knockout—each month a whimsical

mise-en-scène portrait accompanied by a sweet caption

I

t’s the calendar that surprises,
delights, and warms the heart.
Based on the New York Times
bestselling book, Unlikely
Friendships features a year of
classic photographs offering
irrefutable testimony to the
depths of animals’ emotions and
abilities to form close,
affectionate bonds—even
between species. A tiny,
orphaned kitten cuddles up to
another orphan, a lonely otter.
A tree frog finds the perfect spot
to soak up some sun—on the
head of a young crocodile. And a
Pomeranian and a bunny become
fast, furry friends. Each
irresistible photograph is accompanied by a detailed caption that tells
the creatures’ story and offers fascinating insights into each
relationship. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Heartwarming classic photographs paired with stories
of interspecies friendship

•The Unlikely Friendships book and calendar program
has more than 2.3 million copies in print

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1666-7 • No. 101666
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1221-8
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0829-7
UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIPS is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1679-7 • No. 101679
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1328-4
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-5913-1

wall calendars

NUNS HAVING FUN
CALENDAR
Maureen Kelly and
Jeffrey Stone

B

eloved for twenty years and as
utterly charming as ever,
Nuns Having Fun is the calendar
that celebrates fun-loving nuns
letting their habits down and
cutting loose. This is a little-known
side of convent life—and it’s a
hoot. Here are nuns at the drive-in.
Nuns in a snowball fight. And nuns
enjoying the waves at the beach
(“Let’s just skip the walking on
water thing, OK?”). The
disarmingly delightful vintagestyle photographs celebrate
spontaneity and wholesome fun,
and they’re accompanied by pitchperfect captions from Maureen
Kelly and Jeffrey Stone, authors of
the New York Times bestselling
book Growing Up Catholic. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Celebrating twenty years of real nuns having a
rollicking good time

•Divinely funny photos enhanced with witty captions by
the coauthors of the bestseller Growing Up Catholic

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1657-5 • No. 101657
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1279-9
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-5041-1
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THE
ILLUSTRATED
BIBLE VERSES
CALENDAR
Illustrated by Becca Cahan

T

hese are the timeless, wise
words of the Bible, brought
brilliantly to life by artist Becca
Cahan. Each month, The
Illustrated Bible Verses Calendar
features an inspiring verse,
enhanced with exquisite handlettering and vibrant art. A
meandering woodland path
frames 2 Corinthians 5 : 7:
For we walk by faith, not by sight.
Beautiful lettering brings to life
1 John 4 : 16: God is love, and
whoever abides in love abides in
God. Every glance reinforces the
beauty of the words on the page,
inspires contemplation, and
brings comfort and joy. Printed
on responsibly sourced paper.

•A sellout in 2022
•A dozen Bible verses

enhanced by Becca Cahan’s
radiant illustrations and
artful calligraphy
$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1608-7 • No. 101608
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1386-4
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-8566-6
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THE OCEAN UNSEEN CALENDAR

T

his is the calendar that dives beneath the waves to offer a
fascinating tour of a world that’s so close, yet so far and so
mysterious. Leather coral undulates in the current, a school of
eagle rays swims in formation, a tiny pygmy seahorse blends in
perfectly with its coral host. And a playful harbor seal gives an
inquisitive glance. Each month, captions provide context for the
images and describe the featured species in detail. A gift for
nature lovers and anyone enchanted by the ocean, it’s a gorgeous
tribute to this diverse and fragile ecosystem and the creatures who
inhabit it. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Another sellout year
•A breathtaking visual tour of the ocean’s great
biodiversity

•Each month, stunning underwater shots from the

world’s leading marine and nature photographers

•Includes detailed species and location information
•For nature lovers and science enthusiasts

Superb underwater photography

An eye-popping journey
into the deep sea

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1677-3 • No. 101677
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1312-3

wall calendars
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BORIS VALLEJO & JULIE BELL’S
FANTASY CALENDAR

W

GUITARS CALENDAR
David Schiller

I

t’s the power chord of calendars—an
obsessive and exhilarating selection of
glorious, one-of-a-kind instruments that
celebrates the magic and pure mojo of
guitars and the people who make and
play them. A wildly ornate BecVar,
featuring snakes with turquoise eyes, a
Polish white eagle, and other whimsical
touches. Prince’s self-designed “Yellow
Cloud” guitar (sold at auction for
$225,000 in 2018). And Fender’s
colorful but short-lived “Bowling Ball” Stratocaster. With its custom
formatting and innovative design, this calendar displays the
instruments in dazzling color and detail. Accompanying text
discusses each guitar’s characteristics and history, including luthier,
players, and fascinating anecdotes. Hear them sing. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

•A year of dazzling and one-of-a kind instruments,
showcased in oversize, full-color images

•

Details of model, ownership,
and provenance place each
guitar in context

•A perfect calendar

for any player, collector,
or enthusiast

Guitar, the
new deluxe
edition of
the book

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1618-6 • No. 101618
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1310-9
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0772-6

ith every glance, escape to a
world swirling with mystery,
magic, and sheer artistry. Now with
more than 2.7 million copies in print,
this is the beloved and perennially
bestselling calendar from husband and
wife team Boris Vallejo, America’s
premier fantasy artist, and Julie Bell,
designer of the popular Dragons of
Destiny sculpture series. Each month
features a full-color original painting
depicting fearsome creatures,
otherworldly environments, and
fierce, powerful women drawn with
meticulous attention to anatomical
detail. A band of warriors defeats a
hellacious demon. A fairy spreads her
enchanting wings. And a gladiator
woman walks through a fiery, radiant
landscape. Each image is accompanied by an entrancing caption that
fuels the fantasy. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•More than 2.7 million copies sold, and a favorite among
fantasy devotees everywhere

•Twelve stunning paintings, plus a bonus centerfold
•From Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell, America’s premier
fantasy artists

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;
full-color poster; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1662-9 • No. 101662
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1327-7
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advent calendars

advent
calendars

J

oining the 250,000-copy
selling The Story of Christmas

are two fun, cheeky, cheerful
Advent calendars that

make counting down the days to
Christmas extra special. ’Tis the
Season for Elf-Care, from Eunice
Moyle and Sabrina Moyle of
Hello!Lucky design studio, puts a joyful
holiday spin on the idea of self-care. Gnome
for the Holidays, illustrated by artist Anita
Ashfield-Salter, celebrates the season with a
crew of whimsical and colorful gnomes.
Both new calendars feature 24 die-cut, popout ornaments to hang on the tree or string
into a garland and will become a fun holiday
tradition for

’TIS THE SEASON FOR ELF-CARE
ADVENT CALENDAR
Eunice Moyle and Sabrina Moyle

M

ake elf-care your new holiday tradition! From Eunice Moyle
and Sabrina Moyle, the sister team behind the award-winning
design studio Hello!Lucky, this funny and charmingly illustrated
Advent calendar combines the spirit of the season with self-care—er,
elf-care. Count down the days to Christmas with 24 whimsical,
seasonal ideas for staying jolly and relaxed through the stress of
the holidays. Go for a walk . . . or a dash! Buy or make your-elf a
gift. Have a silent night. Each day of this keepsake calendar doubles
as a pop-out ornament to spruce up your Christmas tree or string
on a garland using the included gold cord. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•Greet the Christmas season

the whole

with a new holiday tradition—
elf-care

family.

•Each day leading up to

Calendar terms

Christmas features a
whimsically illustrated elf
ornament

apply (full

•Underneath each ornament are

copy returns).

daily ideas to make the season
brighter and more relaxing

•Includes gold cord for hanging

Advent calendars open
to a full 28" × 12"

9

781523 516865

$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; 24 pop-out
ornaments with foil; gold cord in a bag; 14" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1686-5 • No. 101686
Responsibly sourced paper

advent calendars
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Adorable foil-embellished
ornaments plus gold cord
for hanging

GNOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS ADVENT
CALENDAR
Anita Ashfield-Salter

C

ount down the days to Christmas with a festive and fun—and
cheeky—gang of gnomes. From artist Anita Ashfield-Salter, Gnome
for the Holidays will appeal to the whole family with its charming,
colorful illustrations of mischief-making, round-nosed gnomes paired
with punny phrases celebrating the joys of the season. Each day features
a beautiful pop-out gnome ornament to adorn the tree or string on a
garland, with gold cord included in the package. For kids and adults, this
Advent calendar will become a beloved Christmas tradition. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

•Greet the holiday season with this
charming Advent calendar full of
festive cheer

•24 jolly pop-out gnome ornaments

designed to be hung on the tree year
after year

•Underneath each colorful ornament

is a festive pun or phrase for a daily
surprise

•For kids, adults, and anyone who

loves the gnome-decorating trend

•Includes gold cord for hanging

9

781523 516896

$19.99 US/$26.99 Can./£15.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;
24 pop-out ornaments with foil embellishments;
gold cord in a bag; 14" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1689-6 • No. 101689
Responsibly sourced paper
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Sandra Boynton

MOM’S BIRTHDAY
CALENDAR
Sandra Boynton

A

n undated perpetual calendar to
record birthdays, anniversaries,
and more.

•Boynton’s perennially

popular perpetual calendar
for birthdays, anniversaries,
and other important dates
to remember

•Astonish your friends

by remembering their
birthdays, year after year!

•200,000 copies in print
•With heavy stock and spiral
binding

THE STORY OF CHRISTMAS
ADVENT CALENDAR
Illustrated by Carolyn Croll; retold by Mary Packard

W

ith 250,000 copies sold, The Story of Christmas is a
wonderfully illustrated retelling of the story of the birth
of Jesus through the delightful tradition of an Advent calendar,
with 24 miniature full-color story books—to be opened, one
per day, from the first of December through Christmas Eve.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.
It’s a book and an ornament!

9

780761 152507

$17.99 US/$23.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; 24 miniature story
books, 4 pages each; set in a board tray; 14" × 12"
ISBN: 978-0-7611-5250-7 • No. 15250
Responsibly sourced paper

$10.99 US/$14.99 Can.
Full-color illustrations throughout; 12 sheets; 6" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1072-6 • No. 101072
Responsibly sourced paper
Wire-O bound/shrink-wrapped

PICTURE-A-DAY® wall calendars
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PICTURE-ADAY® WALL
CALENDARS

T

he bedrock promise of the
Picture-A-Day? More! More
cuddly kittens and playful
puppies for the animal lover.

More exquisite footwear for the fashionista.
More brightly colored songbirds for the
birder. And more fabulous
destinations, sights, and

adventures for the
obsessive traveler
(armchair travelers also
welcome!). Featuring
more gorgeous, full-color
photographs, more
detailed and authoritative
text, and more pure
passion with every glance,
these eight calendars—

365 DAYS OF SHOES CALENDAR

S

hoe lovers and fashionistas, feast your eyes. 365 Days of
Shoes—based on the internationally bestselling book—is
the calendar that celebrates footwear as art and as passion.
These shoes are sexy, they’re stylish, they’re avant-garde,
they’re outrageous, and they’re fabulous. There’s Natacha
Marro’s abstract “Geisha” printed velvet boot with 8-inch
platform sole. Endo Hack’s space-age high-top sneaker with
clear vamp and metallic “gems.” And a stunning vintage
flapper shoe with a harlequin appliqué motif. Each spread
features a large photograph at the top of the page and dozens
more in the grid below—because for people who love shoes,
there’s always room for one more pair. Includes quotes that
speak to the obsession of the shoe lover. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

•An obsessive extravaganza, with more
than 300 full-color photographs

boasting an oversize

•Features both vintage and

format perfect for

•If you love shoes, this is

showcasing one large
image at the top of each spread, plus dozens
more throughout the grids—celebrate our
interests in a way that no other does.
Because for some people, you can never
have too much of what you love.

contemporary shoes
the calendar for you

Some of the photos in 365 Days of Shoes
also appear in the Shoes Page-A-Day® Gallery
Calendar (see page 28)
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1658-2 • No. 101658
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1355-0
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-0114-7

PICTURE-A-DAY® wall calendars
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Every day is
a sighting—
straight from
the birder's
bucket list

Includes
detail-rich text

AUDUBON SONGBIRDS
AND OTHER BACKYARD
BIRDS CALENDAR

S

o many birds, so many sightings! Now with more
than 1.3 million copies in print, Audubon
Songbirds and Other Backyard Birds is the calendar
that appeals to the obsession of the birder, with
dozens of full-color photographs for every month. An
Eastern Bluebird perched on a blossoming cherry tree.
An American Redstart in full song. A Willliamson’s
Sapsucker nestled in a tree trunk. And a nest of hungry
American Robin chicks. With a large photograph at
the top of each spread and smaller images throughout
the grid below, it’s the next best thing to grabbing your
binoculars and heading outside. Accompanying the
photos is detailed text with species characteristics,
calls, habitats, migration patterns, and more. From
the National Audubon Society, the organization
synonymous with birds. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

Captions provide
common and
scientific names

•2022 sales up and a sellout
•Our #3 wall calendar overall,
with 1.3 million copies sold

•Hundreds of daily photos and
an in-depth profile of one
species each month

•A most beautiful, bird-filled way
to keep track of 2023

PICTURE-A-DAY, PAGE-A-DAY, and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1676-6 • No. 101676
Responsibly sourced paper• Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1220-1

PICTURE-A-DAY® wall calendars

RICK STEVES’® EUROPE
CALENDAR

R

ick Steves, producer of 80 guidebooks, a
public television series, and an NPR show,
is the trusted authority on European travel—
approachable, knowledgeable, and passionate
about introducing people to the sites and
wonders of the continent. This calendar is like
embarking on an expertly guided European
tour every month. Explore the grand cities,
from Prague to Paris to Budapest. Marvel at
stately castles, manors, and cathedrals, like St.
Peter’s Basilica in Rome. Each spread is a
visual delight, with a large photograph at the
top of the page and dozens more throughout
the grid. The detailed text is packed with
history, facts, and insider’s tips from the master
traveler himself. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.
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1,000 PLACES TO SEE
BEFORE YOU DIE®
CALENDAR
Patricia Schultz

G

•Rick Steves produces more than 80 guidebooks,

et up and go—without leaving home—
with the perennially popular calendar
based on the #1 New York Times bestselling
book by Patricia Schultz. Each month is a
glorious exploration of a different
destination with a large photograph at the top
of the page, dozens more in the grid below,
maps, and engaging text packed with history,
travel tips, and more. Visit Istanbul, from the
opulent Topkapı Palace to the Grand Bazaar,
one of the world’s oldest, largest covered
markets. Escape to the rugged mountains
and vibrantly modern cities of Taiwan. Plus
spotting the Big Five in Kenya, and hiking
Vancouver’s 47-mile West Coast Trail. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•Visit RickSteves.com for more

•Exceptional photography and passionate authorship
•Includes maps and text with highlights

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Rick Steves’® Europe
Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 22)

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 1,000 Places to See Before
You Die® Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 23)

a public television series, and a national
weekly public radio show
on European travel

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1627-8 • No. 101627
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1345-1

and history for each featured destination

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1641-4 • No. 101641
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1315-4

Copyright © 2022, Rick Steves’ Europe, Inc. Rick Steves’ Europe logos, trademarks, and images are owned by Rick Steves and used with permission.
1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE is a registered trademark of Patricia Schultz and Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

PICTURE-A-DAY® wall calendars
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365 DAYS IN ITALY
CALENDAR

365 DAYS IN IRELAND
CALENDAR

Patricia Schultz

T

S

pend the year in Italy—marveling at its
spectacular landscapes and architectural
treasures, feeling the power of its deeply
rooted history, enjoying its diverse and
tradition-steeped culinary delights. With 1.3
million copies in print and featuring
authoritative text with contributions from
Patricia Schultz—author of the bestselling
1,000 Places to See Before You Die series—
this calendar allows you to immerse yourself
in Italy’s wonders without leaving home. The
winding, cypress-lined backroads of the Tuscan countryside.
The extraordinary cave dwellings of Matera, one of the longestinhabited places on Earth. Sunny seaside Sorrento, off whose shores
Odysseus famously filled his sailors’ ears with wax so they wouldn’t
be lured by the sirens’ songs. Each month is a tour of a distinctive
region, with dozens of full-color photographs, maps, and text packed
with highlights, lore, and traveler’s tips. Printed on responsibly
sourced paper.

•More than 1.3 million copies sold
•Hundreds of captioned photographs and evocative text
•For people who love Italy and all things Italian

he Emerald Isle beckons with its
lively spirit and a rugged beauty
that’s all its own. The perennially popular
365 Days in Ireland is back with
transporting photographic tours of twelve
distinctive regions. Kildare, home to
storied racetracks and majestic Kildare
Castle. Enchanted Antrim, where visitors
just might encounter fairies, leprechauns,
and other legends of Irish myth. Plus
windswept Galway, the undulating hills
of Monaghan, and Cork—whose people
proudly claim their city is the “real capital” of Ireland. Each month’s
spread features a large full-color image at the top of the page and
dozens more throughout the grid. Lyrical text explores natural and
man-made wonders, history, and lore, and offers traveler’s tips for
your next visit. Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

•Every day features a moment in Ireland, with a
full-color photograph and caption

•For travelers—and proud Irish Americans

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1584-4 • No. 101584
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1336-9
PICTURE-A-DAY, PAGE-A-DAY, and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1585-1 • No. 101585
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1338-3

PICTURE-A-DAY® wall calendars
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365 KITTENS-A-YEAR
CALENDAR

365 PUPPIES-A-YEAR
CALENDAR

H

I

•The gold standard, with 3.1 million copies sold
•Absolutely spilling over with kittens
•Includes a kitten photo contest for next year’s calendar

•Obsession and excellence—more than 2.8 million

ere are the cutest of the cute, the
winners of the annual Kittens of
Distinction Contest. 365 Kittens-A-Year—
now with 3.1 million copies in print—is the
world’s bestselling kitten calendar. And
here’s why: No other calendar is as jampacked with irresistible kitten antics. Each
month’s spread features a large full-color
photo at the top of the page and dozens more
throughout the grid. Here are kittens in
bowls, kittens in baskets, kittens in shoes,
kittens stalking invisible prey, and kittens
asleep in cuddly piles of other kittens. So many kittens, so much
energy, charm, and sweetness—with just a hint of mischievousness.
The photographs are accompanied by kitten facts, care advice, and
quotes: “If man could be crossed with the cat it would improve man,
but it would deteriorate the cat.”—Mark Twain. Printed on
responsibly sourced paper.

s there anything more adorable than a
puppy? Well, sure—dozens and dozens of
puppies. For the puppy lover, 365 PuppiesA-Year is the calendar that delivers total
puppy obsession. These are the irresistible
winners of the Puppies-A-Year Calendar
Contest, each one the embodiment of puppy
charm. Here are puppies showing off their
playful side with balls and frisbees. Puppies
sacked out after a busy day. Puppies loping
through the grass. Puppies posing sweetly in
baskets. And even puppies being naughty
(yet still managing to look cute). The full-color photographs are
accompanied by lively text packed with health tips and care
information. Plus quotes: “A house or an apartment becomes a
home when you add one set of four legs, a happy tail, and that
indescribable measure of love we call a dog.”—Roger Caras.
Printed on responsibly sourced paper.

copies sold

•Not just one full-color photo a month, but dozens, plus
essential puppy-care information

•Includes a puppy photo contest for next year’s calendar
$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1583-7 • No. 101583
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1258-4

$16.99 US/$22.99 Can./£13.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1669-8 • No. 101669
Responsibly sourced paper • Shrink-wrapped
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1224-9

2023 calendar displays
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WALL CALENDAR/PAGE-A-DAY
42-COPY FLOOR DISPLAY

PAGE-A-DAY 48-COPY FLOOR
DISPLAY

PAGE-A-DAY 36-COPY FLOOR
DISPLAY

Display Dimensions: 13½" × 197⁄8" × 74"
Ships in one carton: 35¼" × 141⁄8" × 171⁄8"
$695.58 US/$947.58 Can.
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1834-0 • No. 221834
Available in a standard 42-copy assortment:
6 each of The Original Sloths, Cats on Catnip, The
Secret Life of Squirrels; 3 each of The New York
Times Crossword, 1,000 Places to See Before You
Die, The Original Sudoku, A Year of Gratitude,
Today Is Going to Be a Great Day!, A Year of True
Crime, 365 Cats, 365 Dogs

Display Dimensions: 13½" × 197⁄8" × 74"
Ships in one carton: 35¼" × 141⁄8" × 171⁄8"
$815.52 US/$1,103.52 Can.
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1835-7 • No. 221835
Available in a standard 48-copy assortment:
3 each of Unforgettable Senior Moments, Bad
Jokes & Punderful Puns, The New York Times
Crossword, The Original Sudoku, Today Is Going
to Be a Great Day!, 1,000 Places to See Before
You Die, 365 Cats, 365 Dogs, Audubon Birds, A
Year of Gratitude, A Year of True Crime, Bad Cat,
The 365 Stupidest Things Ever Said, Mensa 365
Brain Puzzlers, New Words, Amazing Trivia!

Display Dimensions: 13½" × 191⁄8" × 57"
Ships in one carton: 35" × 14" × 16½"
$611.64 US/$827.64 Can.
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1836-4 • No. 221836
Available in a standard 36-copy assortment:
3 each of 365 Cats, Today Is Going to Be a Great
Day!, The New York Times Crossword, 365 Dogs,
The 365 Stupidest Things Ever Said, A Year of
True Crime, Audubon Birds, New Words, Mensa
365 Brain Puzzlers, The Original Sudoku, Bad
Jokes & Punderful Puns, Amazing Trivia!

9

781523 518340

9

781523 518357

9

781523 518364
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ORDERING INFORMATION
This is our complete calendar catalog. All titles
listed in this catalog qualify for calendar discount
year-round. For your convenience, we have
included one order form. Simply indicate the
number of copies of each item you wish to order
in the appropriate box and fill in the billing and
shipping information at the top. When ordering
prepacks (displays), please indicate the number you
wish. If you want backup stock, write the quantity
next to the calendar title. If you are preparing your
own order form, please include the code numbers
listed under each item in the catalog. This will help
us fill your order quickly and accurately.
Packing slips will be included with shipment.
You may choose either returnable or nonreturnable
discount schedules. Contact Workman Publishing
or your sales representative to establish terms of
sale. All prices, terms, and ship dates are subject
to change without notice.
Workman Publishing also includes Algonquin
Books of Chapel Hill, Algonquin Young Readers,
Artisan, Storey Publishing, Timber Press, and
Workman Audio. In addition, Workman is
the distributor for The Experiment, duopress,
Erewhon, Familius, and Future House Publishing.
Any combination of titles ordered from this
catalog combines for order minimums.

WORKMAN CALENDAR
RETAILER DISCOUNT
SCHEDULE
RETURNABLE CALENDAR DISCOUNT
Minimum of 100 calendars or more assorted
(per bill-to location) earn 53% discount. All
calendars combine to meet minimum.

NONRETURNABLE CALENDAR
DISCOUNT
Minimum of 100 calendars or more assorted
(per bill-to location) earn 56% discount. All
calendars combine to meet minimum.
Orders below 100 calendars revert to book
discounts. For information on how calendars
combine with books for discount, see your local
sales representative or call the Workman Sales
Department at 800-722-7202.

LIBRARY/SCHOOL
CALENDAR DISCOUNT
SCHEDULE
Quantity

Discount

10–24 assorted

40% plus 7% freight

25+

50% plus 7% freight

For school and library issues, contact:
Annie Mazes
Adult Library Sales & Marketing
Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
225 Varick Street
New York, NY 10014-4381
Tel: 212-614-7572; 800-722-7202 x7572
Fax: 800-344-3482
Email: amazes@workman.com

CLAIMS
All claims for shortages, shipping issues, and/or
damaged items must be made within 45 days of
receipt or they will not be honored.

NONRECEIPT
All claims for nonreceipt and/or requests for
Proof of Delivery (POD) must be made within 45
days of receipt of statement or they will not be
honored.

INTERNATIONAL
All terms mentioned herein pertain to domestic
sales accounts only. Please contact appropriate
international representative, listed on the inside
front cover, for terms.

RETURNS POLICY
(RETURNABLE
CUSTOMERS ONLY)
MARKDOWN AND AFFIDAVIT RETURNS
Markdown is available to customers who buy 100+
calendars on a returnable basis. Workman covers
100% of markdown costs. For program details,
please contact Lucy Spiotta, Credit Manager:
lucy@workman.com.
Affidavit returns are available to all calendar
customers. An affidavit return is a paper
transaction that acts as a return of product
without a physical return. For details
about affidavit returns, please contact
customer.service@workman.com.

STOP ORDERS—
BOOKSELLERS
Workman’s Single Title Order Plan (STOP)
enables booksellers to order up to four items at a
40% discount. Please add $5.99 to cover postage
and handling for the first item and 50 cents for
each additional item. In order to qualify for STOP
discount, booksellers must prepay their order.

MAIL-ORDER CATALOGS,
PREMIUM SALES, AND
SPECIAL SALES
Contact our Special Sales Department for further
information on calendars for use in mail-order
catalogs, as giveaways, and for fund-raisers.
Quotations are also available for custom imprinting
of calendars.

CONSUMER ORDERS
Consumers who are unable to obtain our
merchandise locally may order by mail at full list
price. Full payment must accompany your order.
Please add $5.99 to cover postage and handling
for the first item and 50 cents for each additional
item. Local sales tax must also be paid on purchases
made in the following states: CA, MA, MI, MN,
NC, NY, OR, TX, and WA.

WORKMAN PUBLISHING
225 Varick Street

New York, NY 10014-4381
212-254-5900 • 800-722-7202
pageaday.com
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